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(ABSTRACT) 

The purpose of this study was to develop and test a 

conceptual model of influences of motivational factors and 

quality of effort on two freshman-year developmental out-

comes. Literature on college effects indicates the import-

ance of student characteristics in determining college out-

comes, but does not provide evidence concerning the influ-

ences that students' nonacademic goals have on their growth 

and development. 

A sample of freshmen dormitory residents responded to 

the College Student Experiences questionnaire. Goals data 

were provided by a survey conducted during freshmen orienta-

tion. Ordinary least squares regression analyses were used 

to estimate effects of quality of effort dimensions, motiva-

tional factors (including goals for college), and four back-

ground characteristics on two outcomes--perceived personal-

social gains and perceived intellectual gains. 

The hypothesized model did not fit the data. Highly 

intercorrelated quality of effort scores introduced multi-



collinearity and led to unreliable estimates of the indepen

dent effects of the three quality of effort dimensions. The 

implications of collinearity and other characteristics of 

the data for interpretation of results were discussed. 

Regression results indicated that, among the motiva-

tional factors, the importance of social goals contributed 

the most to student estimates of personal-social gains while 

educational aspirations and certainty about major and career 

contributed the most to student estimates of intellectual 

gains. The relationships were partially mediated by quality 

of effort although interpretation of the indirect effects 

was limited by the collinearity of quality of effort dimen-

sions. The social goals variable predicted the quality of 

participation both in group experiences and in personal-

interpersonal experiences; educational aspirations and 

certainty about major and career both predicted the quality 

of academic experiences; and educational aspirations also 

contributed to prediction of the quality of personal-

interpersonal experiences. The fourth motivational factor, 

importance of personal development goals, contributed to 

both outcomes but had no significant relationships with 

quality of effort dimensions. This surprising finding was 

thought to merit further investigation. Among the back-

ground characteristics, gender (female) 

dictor of both outcomes. 

was a strong pre-
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INTRODUCTION 

Young people attend college for a variety of reasons. 

The reasons may be as circumscribed as wanting to gain voca-

tional competence in a designated area or as amorphous as 

wanting to be a better educated person. They may be founded 

on a desire to achieve social status, satisfy a need for 

self-fulfillment, make a social contribution, or quite 

simply, to gain release from parental control and have a 

glamorous social life. 

An individual's expectations for college are not inde

pendent of social climate. In The Cycles of American 

History_ Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. develops the (familiar) 

theme that American society alternates between periods of 

public purpose and private interest. Periods of public 

purpose are characterized by idealism and reform--efforts to 

improve human conditions. During periods of private inter-

est materialism, hedonism, and a "quest for personal grati-

fication" are evident. These trends are apparent in survey 

data from college 

Astin (1984b) noted 

freshmen 

an increase 

for 

from 

the period 1967 to 1983. 

40 percent to 70 per-

cent in endorsement of the life goal "being financially well 

off." By contrast, "developing a meaningful philosophy of 

life" dropped sharply in popularity--from first to eighth in 

importance. Because of these and other changes in responses 

concerning goals, Astin sees an increasing importance placed 

1 
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on acquiring money, status, and power. At the same time the 

evidence points to a steady decline in altruism and social 

concern. 

Gender-related differences in the motivations of col-

lege students have diminished since the decade of the six-

ties. Data from that period showed women to be less career 

oriented than men and more "attracted to intellectual pur-

suits and a liberal education" (Husbands, 1972). Goldberg 

and Shiflett (1981) interpreted 1976 data to show that women 

and men differed little with the regard to the importance of 

a career, but that they had different notions of career. 

While men wanted to attain status through their work, women 

wanted to fulfill themselves and obtain challenging work. 

However, Astin and Kent (1983) found that between 1971 and 

1980 increases in the importance of status and achievement 

goals were more marked for women than they were for men 

(Astin & Kent, 1983). 

The shift in values has been accompanied by correspond-

ing changes in fields of study chosen by freshmen. While 

enrollments in business, engineering, and computer science 

steadily rise, enrollments in the arts, humanities, and 

social sciences (other than economics) have been on the de-

cline. Although men still outnumber women in the more popu-

lar fields, the relative increases in enrollments are far 

greater for women (Astin, 1984b). One characteristic of the 

popular fields is that they lead to higher paying jobs. 
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The adolescent's educational plans develop under the 

influence of parents, peers, teachers, and other factors in 

the high school environment (Davies & Kandel, 1981; Kandel & 

Lesser, 1970; Marjoribanks, 1985). The impact of signifi

cant others upon educational aspirations has received con-

siderable research attention. There is a not so surprising 

concensus that parents' level of education is among the best 

predictors of college attendance, along with student ability 

or past achievement (Marini & Greenberger, 1978; Sewell & 

Shah, 1968a; Williams, 1972) although the degree aspiration 

levels of young women may depend more upon ability and 

achievement than upon parents' education (Pascarella, 1984). 

Evidence suggests that perceived parental and teacher 

encouragement mediate some of the influence that background 

factors have on college plans (Davies & Kandel, 1981; 

Marjoribanks, 1985; Sewell & Shah, 1968b). 

The influences on decisions about attending college are 

better documented than are the influences on expectations 

that young people have for the outcomes of a college educa

tion. It appears that the expectations differ from one 

generation of students to the next because of changes in the 

social context. To some extent the changing trends in 

freshmen goals may reflect changes in the values 

by parents. 

passed on 
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Need for the Study 

Once on the campus the student is exposed to a new set 

of peers and teachers, 

over that of parents 

whose influence may take precedence 

(Weidman, 1984). Changes in values, 

educational aspirations, and career choice are among the 

impacts attributed to the college experience (Astin, 1977; 

1969; Feldman & Newcomb, 1969; Fenske & 

Terenzini, Pascarella, & Lorang, 1982; 

Astin & Panos, 

Scott, 1973); 

Weidman, 1979) although input orientations are by far the 

best predictors of outcomes. Some change may be due simply 

to maturation or continued influence from the larger social 

environment (Astin, 1977; Jacobs, 1986). Sorting out the 

many sources of variability in measures of college outcomes 

is a difficult task. One source which has received rela-

tively little research attention is student values at 

college entrance, as reflected in the importance placed on 

achieving personal development and social goals in addition 

to the usual intellectual and vocational goals. 

Students come to a campus with expectations about what 

the college experience should provide. Their reasons for 

attending college may influence the ways students invest 

time and effort, leading them to pick and choose from avail-

able opportunities in accordance with the importance placed 

upon potential benefits. 

The nonacademic (personal development and social) goals 

of college students are generally absent from models 
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relating student involvement (for example, interaction with 

peers and faculty, participation in extracurricular activi-

ties, time spent studying) to a variety of outcomes that 

include persistence, 

development. 

personal growth, and intellectual 

Also, student involvement has been measured in a 

variety of ways. Comparison of findings from apparently 

similar studies is hampered by the diversity of indicators 

used to represent student process variables--sometimes 

measuring behaviors and sometimes measuring perceptions but 

almost always based on a few items that cover a limited 

range of activities. The few studies that have used the 

more comprehensive instrument developed by Pace (1979, 1983) 

report relationships between quality of effort scores and 

student age and sex. But they provide little evidence to 

indicate how quality of effort is affected by other student 

background characteristics or by student goals. Because 

student inputs and student involvement (quality of effort) 

have both been found to affect outcomes, there is a need for 

a better understanding of the relationship between the two. 

Statement of the Problem 

This study investigated the influences that student 

goals have on quality of effort and developmental outcomes. 

The study tested a model that included four background 

characteristics--gender, race, ability, and parents' 
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education--along with other student variables thought to 

have both direct and indirect impact on outcomes. These 

student variables (or motivational 

placed on personal 

factors) included: 

development goals; (a) The importance 

(b) the importance placed on social goals; (c) the highest 

degree aspired to; and (d) the extent of certainty about 

choices for an academic major and a future career. 

Involvement was operationalized as the quality of 

effort invested in the 

associated 

use 

with 

of campus facilities and oppor

three areas of campus life--tunities 

academic experiences, personal-interpersonal experiences, 

and group experiences. Involvement was conceptualized as a 

wide range of experiences and activities, and consideration 

was given to the fact that within each area some experiences 

and activities were more likely than others to promote 

development. The study examined the potential of quality of 

effort to mediate influence from motivational factors upon 

two types of developmental outcome--gains in intellectual 

skills and gains in personal-interpersonal development. 

Research Questions 

The following research questions were addressed in the 

study: 

(1) Does the importance that entering freshmen ascribe 

to either personal development or social goals for 
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college influence their use of facilities and oppor-

tunities for learning and development? 

(2) Does either educational aspiration level or 

certainty about a future career influence the use of 

facilities and opportunities for 

ment? 

learning and develop-

( 3) Is the importance ascribed to either personal 

development or 

gender or race? 

(4) Is level 

social goals influenced by student 

of educational aspiration influenced by 

either student ability or parents' education? 

( 5) Are level of educational aspiration, certainty 

about major and career choice, or importance ascribed 

to either personal development or social goals related, 

directly or indirectly, to the extent of growth 

perceived by a student? 

Justification 

Higher education has been under attack for some time. 

There is pressure for institutions to implement assessment 

programs and demonstrate the nature and degree of their 

effectiveness (or ineffectiveness). The Value-Added Student 

Assessment Model of Northeast Missouri State University is 

seen as a prototype (Taylor, 1985). One aspect of this or 

any assessment program is the collection of student input 

data. Typically, the purpose of such data is to provide 
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controls so that outcomes can more readily be attributed to 

the college experience or to the 

faculty, programs, facilities and 

particular institution's 

so on. However, this 

on the college value-added approach may put undue emphasis 

as an architect of student learning and development while 

discounting the student's own role in determining what he or 

she gets out of college. Consequently, student characteris-

tics were examined in the present investigation while cer-

tain institutional/environmental influences were limited by 

restricting the study to a population of new freshmen 

residing in dormitories. 

There is ample 

influence outcomes. 

evidence that student inputs strongly 

Yet there is only a limited understand-

ing of how student values, interests, abilities, and various 

other background characteristics exert their impact. 

Using a causal modeling approach, the present research 

provided a plausable explanation of the process whereby cer-

tain of these student input characteristics influence out-

comes. The study focused on a particular combination of 

student input characteristics expected to influence develop

mental outcomes through their impact on student involvement. 

By operationalizing involvement with Pace's quality of 

effort scales, the study also sought to provide new evidence 

concerning their validity as measures of involvement. 
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Definition of Terms 

Several 

dissertation. 

key concepts are referred to throughout this 

The terms and the meanings ascribed to them 

are as follows: 

Effort--Behaviors or activities that students engage in 

(such as taking notes or explaining course material to 

other students, attending club meetings or serving on 

an organization committee), which can be categorized 

hierarchically to reflect their potential for learning 

and development (Pace, 1980). 

Environmental factors--Various structural-organizational and 

demographic characteristics of colleges and, especial-

ly, the climate of "interpersonal conditions" and 

"pressures, demands, and opportunities" that these 

create on a college campus (Feldman & Newcomb, 1969). 

Goals--Statements of specific benefits 

ance can be expected to provide, 

for a career, opportunities to 

that college attend

such as preparation 

meet people, or an 

understanding of one's values and beliefs. 

Inputs--Any student background characteristics 

gender, race, ability, parents' education 

(such as, 

level) as 

well as expectations, aspirations, and various personal 

'characteristics that can be 

enrollment. 

Involvement--The "physical and 

student invests in the 

measured prior to college 

psychological energy" a 

college experience. To 
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illustrate, a student who "devotes considerable energy 

to studying, spends much time on campus, participates 

actively in student organizations, 

frequently with faculty members and 

and interacts 

other students" 

(Astin, 1984a, p . 297) would be described as highly 

involved. 

resembles 

According to Astin, the involvement concept 

the learning theorist's time-on-task. 

Involvement subsumes aspects of the concept of effort, 

which for Astin is narrower; both concepts emphasize 

behavior or what students do on campus. Thus, when 

"quality of effort" is used as a synonym for involve

ment, it is the behavioral component of the latter that 

is being equated with effort. 

Hotivational factors--The entering student's goals for 

college, educational aspiration level, and extent of 

certainty about college major and career choice. 

Outcomes--Aspects of a student's development that are 

influenced (or that educators hope will be influenced) 

by college attendance (Astin, 1970a). In practice, 

investigators have used the term for any dependent 

variables thought to be influenced by college atten-

dance, thus including grades, persistence, and satis-

faction with college as well as various development 

measures, and even student goals for college and degree 

aspiration level if these are measured after a student 

has been in school for a period of time. 
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Chapter two reviews the 

and develops the conceptual 

findings of previous research 

model used to investigate the 

influences of student characteristics on student involvement 

and growth. 

variables, 

Descriptions of the sample, data collection, 

and analytical procedures used in testing the 

model are presented in Chapter three. Chapter four contains 

the results of the study--~ncluding an evaluation of the 

hypothesized model. Chapter five contains a discussion of 

the findings along with conclusions and recommendations. 



LITERATURE REVIEW 

This literature review was undertaken to develop a con

ceptual model to guide the design of the present study. The 

review sought to answer several questions--What is known 

about relationships between student goals and college out-

comes? What is known about relationships between student 

involvement and developmental outcomes? What student back-

ground characteristics are likely to influence developmental 

outcomes? What student charact~ristics are likely to in-

fluence student involvement? What other variables can be 

expected to influence either student involvement or out-

comes? Insights provided by previous research were used to 

select variables to include in the present investigation and 

to hypothesize relationships among the selected variables. 

The emphasis given here to students' initial goals 

derives primarily from findings that student preenrollment 

characteristics have a substantial influence on student 

outcomes (Astin, 1977; 

Feldman & Newcomb, 1969; 

Astin & Panos, 1969; 

Pascarella, 1984, 1985; 

Bean, 1985; 

Pascarella, 

Terenzini, & Wolfle, 

Theophilides, & Lorang, 

1986; 

1985; 

Lorang, 1984), with the more 

Terenzini, Pascarella, 

Theophilides, Terenzini, & 

recent investigations indi-

eating that some influences are indirect. The nature and 

statistical significance of these effects are not well sub-

stantiated--due, in some cases, to the limitations of the 

12 
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statistical procedures used to investigate them. Although 

the use of path analysis can inc~ease methodological sound

ness, the credibility of findings also depends upon the 

researcher's conceptual framework--the basis for selecting 

variables and positing relationships among them--and upon 

the adequacy of measurements. In addition, techniques for 

significance of the indirect determining the statistical 

effects produced in path analysis have become available only 

recently (Sobel, 1982; Wolfle & Ethington, 1985). 

Relationships between Student Goals and 

the Outcomes of College 

The relative importance a student assigns to various 

goals that might be achieved by attending college is seldom 

taken into account in models intended to explain college 

outcomes. Studies limiting measured goals to the importance 

of graduating from college or of obtaining an advanced 

degree have reported an indirect influence of these factors 

on persistence in college (Bean, 1985; Terenzini et al., 

1985). Bean (1985) included both a Goals variable (based on 

the importance of obtaining a degree or completing a pro

gram) and a Utility variable (based on such factors as per-

ceived usefulness of student's education for obtaining 

employment and perceived impact of 

seeing alternative points of view). 

the chosen college on 

Both Goals and Utility 

had significant direct influences on an institutional fit 
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variable (sense of belongingness, satisfaction with choice 

of college). Bean's Utility scale focused on the perceived 

likelihood that the student's college would facilitate 

certain outcomes but did not ask about the value or impor

tance that students placed on these outcomes for themselves. 

Terenzini et al. (1985) reported a direct influence of 

degree aspiration level on indicators of social integra-

tion--which, in turn, directly affected persistence. This 

finding suggests that initial goals have an impact on what 

students do while in college. (Social integration was 

operationalized with several measures that included time 

spent on extracurricular activities as well as extent and 

frequency of contact with faculty and peers.) Perhaps other 

student goals would also help to explain why students spend 

their time as they do. 

Theophilides et al. (1984) looked into the inverse of 

that is, the this possibility, 

first-year college experiences 

extent to 

influenced 

which certain 

specific goals 

reported at the end of freshman year. However, the measures 

of input goals (controlled in the analyses) were based on 

recall--students reported preenrollment and end-of-year 

goals on the same instrument. With the (substantial) in-

fluence of input goals partialed out, certain college 

experience variables contributed significantly to an 

explanation of variance in three of four outcome goals: 

Importance of (a) gaining a liberal arts education and 
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appreciation of ideas; (b) gaining knowledge and skills 

directly applicable to a career; 

different kinds of people and 

and (c) 

enhancing 

learning about 

interpersonal 

skills. The fourth goal, learning about self, own values, 

and own life goals--for which no significant college experi

ence impact was found--had high zero-order correlations with 

the third goal, .60 and .52 for input and outcome measures, 

respectively. This suggests that the two goals may repre-

sent a single dimension and, therefore, might better have 

been treated as a single variable. The researchers indi-

cated that multicollinearity might have been a problem. 

While their findings support the contention that college 

experiences are related to student 

inferred about the potential of goals 

experiences. 

goals, little can be 

to influence college 

Astin (1984a) proposed that how students distribute 

their energies (that is, the quality and quantity of 

involvement) has enormous consequences for the subsequent 

outcomes of academic achievement and personal and intellec-

tual development. Astin advanced the point of view that 

teachers and administrators must look more carefully at 

"what is going on with the student." He suggested that the 

key to working with students who are having problems may be 

in understanding "the principal objects on which their 

energies are focused." A point not dealt with explicitly is 

the role of the student's own priorities regarding what he 



or she would 

priorities may 

objectives and 

plishments. 

like to 

or may 

need to 

16 

accomplish in college. Student 

not coincide with institutional 

be considered when defining accom-

Even if one accepts that the most important purpose of 

higher education is intellectual development, there is much 

room for debate concerning the adequacy of grades as the 

sole measure of student accomplishment in the intellectual 

sphere. It is conceivable that a student might strive for, 

and succeed in, developing intellectually without winning 

honors or even high grades. A number of college student 

typologies have been proposed and whatever their differences 

there is striking consistency in the identification of (and 

consequent distinction between) two categories--academics 

and intellectuals. vJhereas the former characterizes 

students who work for and tend to achieve good grades, the 

latter characterizes students interested in ideas but not in 

routine course work or grades per se (Feldman & Newcomb, 

1969, Appendix A). Few individuals would fit squarely into 

the "boxes" of a typology; and the practical value of 

typologies is debatable (Cross, 1985). Nevertheless, 

typologies and the studies that attempt to validate them do 

bring to light the heterogeneity of motives and interests 

that exist within and among students on a single campus. 

Diversity of talents, interests, and goals indicates a need 

for a broader definition of achievement or success than 
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grades alone would imply. The student's own objectives and 

estimates of accomplishment may be as important as institu-

tional objectives and criteria of accomplishment for assess

ing college effects (Ewell, 1983a). 

There is a sizeable body of literature dealing with the 

prediction of accomplishment in college. Some studies have 

defined accomplishment to include various levels of recogni-

tion (had poems published outside the college, won a liter-

ary prize, have done unpublished writing on my own) and to 

span a broad range of talents and fields of interest 

(writing, art, science, business, social service, etc.). 

Findings do not consistently support the value of past (high 

school) accomplishment in predicting subsequent (college) 

accomplishment (Astin, 1977; Baird, 1969a; Holland & 

Richards, 1965). Other important variables related to 

college accomplishments are students' own ratings of their 

competencies and the importance students ascribe to specific 

goals (Baird, 1969a; Holland & Nichols, 1964). 

If student accomplishments are dependent on student 

goals, it is likely that student participation in both 

academic and nonacademic aspects of campus life is also 

dependent somewhat on student goals. That is, student 

involvement or quality of eff6rt may be a mediating element 

in the relationship between goals and accomplishments. 

This seems not to have been investigated although the 

research of Pascarella, Duby, Terenzini, and Iverson (1983) 
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did consider the relationship between importance of achieve-

ment in four goal areas and self-estimates of freshman year 

developmental outcomes. The study was limited to non-

residential students. Only intended artistic achievement 

had a significant impact on a developmental outcome. The 

authors suggested that small sample size, in combination 

with the statistical model used, could have produced con-

servative estimates. Their findings provide no information 

about the indirect effects of intended accomplishments--

possibly transmitted through involvement variables that were 

included in the regression equations. 

Relationships between Student Involvement 

and Developmental Outcomes 

This section of the review was limited to studies 

concerned with influences on personal and intellectual 

growth. Because researchers have operationalized involve-

ment in a variety of ways, the comparability of results from 

different studies is difficult to establish. Only two 

studies were deemed to measure a sufficiently broad range of 

involvement--both 

elusion here. 

academic and nonacademic--to warrant in-

Terenzini, Pascarella, and Lorang (1982) investigated 

influences of a number of college experience variables on 

students' academic and personal development. They reported 

that a measure of social involvement had a significant and 
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strong influence on perceived personal growth. A measure of 

classroom involvement affected two 

academic process and academic content. 

cognitive outcomes--

Friedlander (1980/1981), in a study evaluating the 

validity of the College Student Experiences questionnaire 

(Pace, 1979), found that quality of effort invested in 

interactions with peers was important in predicting gains in 

personal/interpersonal understanding while quality of effort 

invested in academic experiences helped 

intellectual competencies. 

predict gains in 

In a review of the instrument, Brown (1985) gave it a 

favorable evaluation for the content and construct validity 

and for the internal consistency of its quality of effort 

scales but noted shortcomings in other sections--such as the 

lack of behavioral specificity in items assessing gains. 

Evidence concerning criterion-related validity is available 

only for studies using data from other scales in the same 

instrument (for example, the section entitled 

Gains"). 

"Estimate of 

Relationships between Student Characteristics 

and Developmental Outcomes 

Evidence concerning influences of background charac-

teristics on student perceptions of personal or intellectual 

growth is limited. Terenzini et al. (1982), in their 

assessment of social and academic influences on develop-
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mental outcomes, used several student background variables 

as covariates. Two of these--sex and combined SAT scores--

were significant influences on growth. 

report more personal growth than men. 

Women were likely to 

The effect of higher 

ability scores on personal growth was negative. 

Friedlander (1980/1981) controlled for certain student 

background variables while using a stepwise regression 

procedure to estimate contributions of four sets of vari-

ables in predicting student growth. Background characteris-

tics (age, sex, ethnic identification, martial status, and 

parents' socioeconomic status) accounted for between one and 

thirteen percent of variance in four measures of student 

gains--contributing the 

cies variable and the 

Understanding variable. 

tions were reported. 

least to an Intellectual Competen-

most to a Personal/Interpersonal 

Only three independent contribu

Sex (male) influenced intellectual 

outcome variables--Intellectual Competencies and Understand

ing Science; and parents' education influenced gains in 

General Education Objectives. While no preenrollment 

measures of aspirations, ability, or achievement were used, 

a set of College Treatment and Condition Characteristics 

included overall grade point average and advanced degree 

aspirations. Grade point average made a small contribution 

only to prediction of Intellectual Competencies; degree 

aspirations did not contribute signficantly to prediction of 

any of the outcome variables. 
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Relationships between Student Characteristics 

and Student Involvement 

Research using Pace's quality of effort scales provides 

some evidence that quality of effort scores are associated 

with student characteristics. Two studies provide the only 

available information concerning these relationships. Using 

an early version of Pace's instrument, Shaver (1978/1979) 

compared mean quality of effort scores to determine whether 

these varied with certain student and environmental factors. 

Results for different age groups and for males and females 

showed significant differences on several quality of effort 

scales. Younger students had higher mean scores on scales 

entitled "Participation in Clubs," "Use of Facilities," and 

"Some Personal Experiences;" gender differences were found 

for scales entitled "Course Learning--General," "Science Lab 

Activities," "Art," "Theatre," and "Some Personal Experi

findings of the study (such as ences." These and other 

differences by class level, academic discipline, and 

residence arrangement) were thought to support the construct 

validity of the scales. 

Results from another study using the 1979 edition of 

Pace's instrument were consistent with Shaver's findings 

regarding the importance of age. Although Alexander 

(1985/1986) observed no significant differences between 

younger and older undergraduates on academic quality of 

effort scales, she found that older students scored 
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significantly lower on level of social effort. No sig-

nificant gender differences were reported. 

A different operationalization of involvement was used 

in the very comprehensive study of college impact conducted 

by Astin (1977). But several of his involvement factors 

included behaviors (for example, studied in the library, had 

personal contacts with faculty, attended a meeting of some 

college organization) similar in content to items in Pace's 

scales. Various student entering characteristics were 

associated with later involvement. For example, a low pre-

test score on hedonism (drinking, smoking, partying, 

gambling and so forth) was associated with higher academic 

involvement. Other positive predictors included high school 

achievement, use of the library in high school, and reli

giousness; but artistic interests, political liberalism, low 

intellectual self-esteem, lack of religious preference, and 

being black were negative predictors 

ment. 

of academic involve-

Student-faculty interaction was most strongly related 

to students' interpersonal self esteem at college entry but 

was also related to frequent library use in high school, 

religiousness, musical interests, altruism, and artistic 

interests. Most of these same chararacteristics also were 

related to another involvement factor concerning familiarity 

with faculty in the student's major field. 
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Involvement in student government 

related to interpersonal self esteem but 

was most strongly 

also was predicted 

by having been president of a high-school organization, 

high-school library use, religiousness, and frequent 

altruism. In addition, having highly educated and affluent 

parents, higher degree aspirations, a Protestant or a Roman 

Catholic afficiation, and being black were all predictors 

with small positive weights. 

Finally, athletic involvement was very strongly asso-

cia ted with athletic interest at college entry. Other 

positive predictors included winning a varsity letter in 

high school, being male, religiousness, and hedonism, but 

artistic interests, being a smoker, and 

preference were negative predictors. 

having no religious 

Evidently college student involvement is to some extent 

predetermined by what the student brings to the enterprise. 

Nevertheless, Burton's (1981) attempt to predict a specific 

type of participation (in extracurricular activities) from 

demographic and personality characteristics was unsuccess-

ful. 

Identifying the student characteristics that predict 

the various types of involvement is of some consequence for 

research assessing student outcomes since differences among 

students that are not controlled--either statistically or in 

research design--may confound the results. If environmental 

factors (such as, opportunities for participation or encour-
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agement from peers) were major determinants of student 

involvement, the implications for student development pro-

fessionals would be quite different than if participation 

were mainly determined by student characteristics. More 

than likely it is the interplay between the two--the student 

in the environment--that determines outcomes, but to 

understand the impact of one it may be necessary to control 

for the impact of the other. 

College Characteristics, Student Characteristics, 

and the Outcomes of College 

Colleges have been categorized using a variety of 

means--type of curricular organization; type of control; 

coeducational versus men's or women's schools; geographical 

location; types of degrees conferred; demographic charac-

teristics (such as size of enrollment, operating budget, 

library resources, faculty educational level, faculty-

student ratio, or proportion of students with given charac-

teristics); and, finally, the climate of "interpersonal 

conditions" and "environmental pressures, demands, and 

opportunities" created by the demographic and structural-

organizational factors (Feldman & Newcomb, 1969). 

Institutional and student selectivity make for a 

nonrandom distribution of students among institutions. 

Not surprisingly, the characteristics of newly 
admitted students that distinguish one college from 
another continue, as students remain in college, to 
distinguish those same colleges. This fact, however, 
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does not mean that colleges present no distinctive 
influences to their students--quite the contrary,. 
Various indices of college environments suggest that 
the different types of colleges tend--though with many 
variations within each type--to confront their students 
with different environments. For example, teachers 
colleges and state colleges are apt to be high in 
influences of a "practical" nature, while in highly 
selective liberal arts colleges the emphasis is on 
scholarship, and sense of community is usually promi
nent in strongly denominational colleges. This fact is 
multi-determined, but not the least of its sources is 
the simple consideration that, after all, an important 
part of any student's environment consists of the other 
students. It is quite as true that colleges' and uni
versities' ability to attract and keep faculty members 
depends on the characteristics of their students as 
that students are attracted by faculty characteristics. 
For such reasons colleges' distinctive impacts tend to 
be cumulative: the kinds of students they admit help 
to determine the kinds of impacts those students will 
confront. And insofar as faculty influences are 
adapted to the aspiration~ and capacities of their 
students, the process is ~reinforced. One would 
therefore anticipate that distinctive differences found 
among colleges in respect to their entering freshmen 
would become still more pronounced on the part of their 
graduating seniors. (Feldman & Newcomb, 1969, pp. 144-
145) 

Analogous to the interinstitutional differences are the 

subenvironments within a single institution. 

Departmental and student selectivity along with the 

normative influences of particular academic disciplines can 

lead to quite different student outcomes across disciplines. 

Residence arrangement also affects the uniformity of experi-

ences--the elements of student self-selection and, in some 

cases, group recruitment can help to create peer environ-

ments that impede development Fs often as they stimulate it. 

Thus college characteristics include both between-

college and within-college environmental variables whose 
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independent influences are not readily discerned because 

students are not randomly distributed among environments and 

are not uniformly affected by these environments (Astin, 

1970a, 1970b). But the influence of between-college 

environmental variables on some outcomes may be small in 

comparison to the influence of preenrollment characteristics 

1969; Nichols, 1964). Perhaps, as Pace (Astin & Panos, 

(1974) contends, there is an increasing homogeneity and 

conformity across American campuses and, therefore, between-

college differences would be slight. On the other hand, it 

may be that the between-college differences are responsible 

primarily for indirect influences (Pascarella, 1985) that 

have gone undetected because of methodological limitations. 

Within-college environmental differences may actually 

be a greater source of influence on student outcomes than 

are between-college differences (Harnett & Centra, 1977). 

Although, again, a factor such as major department may 

mediate the influence of student background characteristics 

so that what students bring with them to college and their 

actual involvement or effort once there play a larger role 

in explaining outcomes. 

Student Goals and the 

Assessment of College Outcomes 

Large-scale multiinstitutional studies have increased 

the breadth of our understanding of the interplay between 
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student inputs and environmental influences. Yet every 

institution presents, in some respects, a unique set of 

circumstances and must assess its own effectiveness, make 

day-to-day decisions, 

information specific 

and 

to 

plan its own 

that institution 

future based on 

(Ewell, 1983a; 

Jones, 1982). Both Ewell and Jones address themselves 

primarily to higher education decision makers. Ewell 

(1983a), informed by the findings of multiinstitutional 

research, discusses 

student outcomes. He 

how to get and 

recommends that 

use information on 

institutional self-

assessment proceed in part from data on student "programs"-

student personal goals, behavioral objectives, and strate-

gies for obtaining these objectives given the limitations 

imposed 

tended 

by 

to 

available 

overlook 

resources. If practitioners have 

this important data, researchers have 

also been somewhat remiss. Perhaps student goals are poorly 

articulated and likely to change over time; this is all the 

more reason for including them as data. The nature and 

clarity of goals are outcomes as well as inputs, subject to 

change under the influence of environmental conditions.But 

more important for the present research was the possibility 

that student goals influence personal and intellectual 

growth by motivating certain kinds of involvement to the 

exclusion of other kinds. 
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The Conceptual Model 

Because of the nature of the relationships to be 

investigated--causal associations mediated by intervening 

variables, a causal modeling approach was adopted for this 

study. The strength of this approach is not in its analyti-

cal techniques but in the requirement that a conceptual 

schema be developed a priori. The researcher is forced to 

think carefully about the possible interrelationships of 

variables to make hypothesizes explicit in a path diagram 

(Wolfle, 1985). This section describes the model that was 

developed from a synthesis of previous findings. 

The conceptual model evaluated in this study posited 

student input variables as 

and developmental outcomes. 

influences on quality of effort 

The hypothesized influences are 

depicted in Figure 1. Student background characteristics 

(gender, race, ability, and parent's education) were distin

guished from motivational factors (such as the importance of 

personal development goals), and the motivational factors 

were presumed to have the greater impact on outcomes. Their 

influences were thought to be both direct and indirect (that 

is, transmitted via quality of effort as a measure of 

involvement). 

Three of the motivational factors--level of educational 

aspiration, importance of personal development goals, and 

importance of social goals--were themselves thought to be 

influenced by student background characteristics represented 



Background 
Characteristics 

Gender 

Race 

Ability 

Parents' 
Education 

Motivational 
Factors 

Importance of 
Personal Dev. 

Importance of 
Social Goals 

Educational 
Aspiration Level 

Certainty about 
Major & Career 

Quality of Effort 
Dimensions 

Personal
Interpersonal 
Experiences 

Group 
Experiences 

Academic 
Experiences 

Growth 
Dimensions 

Personal
Social 
Gains 

Intellectual 
Gains 

Figure 1. Path diagram: Expected influences of motivational factors on quality of effort and growth. 

N 
\.0 
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in the model. Parents' education and student ability were 

expected to positively influence student educational aspira-

tions (Pascarella, 1984). Gender and race were expected to 

influence goals for college; 

likely to place importance 

that is, women would be more 

on personal development goals 

(Husbands, 1972) and black men would tend more than white 

men to place importance on social goals (Allen, 1985). The 

remaining motivational factor--certainty about major and 

career choice--was believed not to be influenced by these 

background characteristics since none were indicators of 

interests, personality characteristics, or developmental 

level--the factors commonly associated with career inde-

cision (Gordon, 1981). However, evidence that many students 

who are undecided about their future career are concerned 

with self-identity, have a humanitarian orientation, or have 

multiple interests (Appel, Haak, & Witzke, 1970) led to 

certain predictions concerning the effects upon student 

involvement of certainty, or lack of certainty, about major 

and career choice. 

It was hypothesized that both educational aspiration 

level and certainty would positively influence quality of 

effort in academic experiences; that is, students with well

defined career objectives and high levels of degree aspira-

tion were expected to dedicate 

academic and intellectual pursuits. 

themselves primarily to 

Whereas students who 

gave major importance to personal development or social 
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goals would put more effort into their nonacademic pursuits, 

such as participation in extracurricular activities, 

peer relationships. 

and in 

A negative influence of certainty about major and 

career choice upon personal-interpersonal quality of effort 

was predicted from findings (Baird, 1969b; Bohn, 1968) that 

career indecision is associated with having strong interests 

other than academic-vocational. Such interests could lead 

students to use peers as a resource for self-understanding, 

clarification of values, and exploration of intellectual 

issues. On the other hand, a positive influence for cer-

tainty about major and career choice upon the quality of 

effort invested in group experiences was predicated on the 

assumption that skills (for example, ability to work as a 

team member and to be a leader) are required for certain 

career objectives and are best developed through participa-

tion in extracurricular activities. 

The model also posited influences of educational 

aspiration level on both types of nonacademic involvement 

although these influences were thought to be smaller than 

the influence on academic experiences. Terenzini et al. 

(1985) and Pascarella (1985) both reported a direct in-

fluence of input aspiration level on social integration 

(measuring in part aspects of peer and extracurricular 

involvement). 
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Based on findings reported by Pace (1984) it was 

expected that the largest direct influences on ga~ns would 

come from the respective quality of effort dimensions--from 

academic involvement to intellectual gains and from 

personal-interpersonal and group involvement to personal-

social gains. The latter influence was also suggested by 

the finding of Terenzini et al.- (1982) that social involve-

ment affected personal growth. Direct influences from moti-

vational factors were expected only for personal-social 

gains and only from the personal and the social goals vari

ables. Neither Friedlander (1980/1981) nor Terenzini et al. 

(1982) found any direct influence of degree aspiration level 

on developmental outcomes similar 

present study. 

to those used in the 

Finally, a significant indirect impact on gains was 

expected from each of the motivational factors. The per-

sonal and social goals variables were expected to influence 

personal-social gains while educational aspirations and 

certainty about major and career choice were expected to 

influence intellectual gains. Chapter three details the 

investigation that tested this model. 



METHODOLOGY 

This study investigated the appropriateness of the 

proposed model for explaining college student developmental 

outcomes as a function of preenrollment motivational 

factors--with their influences hypothesized as being both 

direct and indirect (mediated by quality of effort). Test-

ing of the model required the use of data collected prior to 

college entry as well as data gathered at some later point. 

However, the longer the time interval between the two data 

collections, the greater would be the likelihood for un-

measured variables to influence student involvement and 

outcomes. For this reason the model was tested with data 

that had been collected prior to enrollment (background 

characteristics and motivational factors) and data collected 

near the end of freshman year (quality of effort and 

developmental outcomes). 

To eliminate the potential for previous college 

experiences to influence input goals, the population was 

limited to new freshmen (thereby excluding transfer students 

and returning students). To reduce somewhat the variety of 

environmental conditions and their varying influences on 

freshman-year involvement, the population was 

limited to freshmen living in residence halls. 

further 

At the 

participating institution more than 90 percent of freshmen 

met these conditions. Although this limits generalizability 

33 
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of the results, internal validity may have been improved by 

reducing the effects of unmeasured environmental 

student involvement. 

factors on 

The Sample 

The study was conducted at a large, southeastern 

landgrant university. The study population was comprised of 

those new freshmen living in residence halls who enrolled in 

the fall of 1985 and persisted 

From among 3414 new freshmen, 

into the spring of 1986. 

800 were randomly selected in 

Harch of 

Research 

1986 by the university's Office of Institutional 

longitudinal study, the for participation in a 

first phase of which required data on freshmen and seniors. 

The instrument used for this purpose, the College Student 

(Pace, 1983), was administered Experiences 

during April 

questionnaire 

and fvlay of 1986. Letters requesting parti-

cipation were mailed and, initially, students were asked to 

go to one of two designated campus locations--either a room 

in the student union or a classroom--to fill 

tionnaire. As an incentive to participate, 

out the ques

students were 

told that they would be eligible for a drawing, and the 

winner would receive $50.00 in cash. Because the response 

rate was low, there was a second data collection wave in 

which forms were sent to residence hall addresses of non

return completed forms respondents, and they were asked to 

to residence hall staff. These were accepted until the end 
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of the semester in early May. The return rate was 32.5 

percent. Of the 260 freshmen who ultimately responded, 223 

were matched to a data set that contained their responses to 

a survey of entering freshmen filled out by 3142 students 

during summer 1985 orientation. 

The low response rate for the quality of effort ques-

tionnaire raised concern about the representativeness of the 

sample. To address this potential problem, sample member 

responses on the freshmen survey were compared to responses 

of all 3142 freshmen who completed the instrument. Results 

of one-sample t-tests for these and other comparisons are 

reported in Appendix B and discussed in Chapter five. Chi-

square goodness-of-fit tests were used to compare sample and 

population proportions 

college major. Data not 

on the 

provided 

basis 

by 

of sex, race, and 

the freshmen survey 

instrument were taken from university records. 

Variables 

The model hypothesized relationships among four cate-

gories (blocks) of variables--background characteristics, 

motivational factors, involvement (quality of effort) 

scores, and growth (gains) scores. The first category, 

background characteristics taken from university records, 

included the following: 

(1) Gender (l=male, 2=female); 

(2) Race (l=white, 2=black); 
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(3) Ability (the sum of SAT quantitative and verbal 

scores); and 

(4) Parents' education (eight levels from "less than 

eighth grade" to "doctorate" coded separately for each 

These were assigned values from 1 to 8. parent. 

Values for the two parents were combined to form a 

single variable with possible values ranging from 2 to 

16). 

The second category consisted of motivational factors. 

These were derived from items contained in the survey of 

entering freshmen. The instrument is included in Appendix 

A. The following variables formed that group: 

(5) Certainty about major and career choice (the sum 

of scores for two freshmen survey items: How certain 

are you about your college major? and Have you decided 

on your future career? These items were scored from 1 

to 3: l=very certain; 2=somewhat certain; and 3=very 

uncertain; but scoring was reversed for analyses); 

(6) Educational aspiration level (a single freshmen 

survey item: What is the highest level of education 

you plan to complete? Scored from 1 to 4: 1=some 

college but less than a bachelor's degree; 2=bachelor's 

degree; 

degree); 

3=master's degree; 4=doctoral or professional 

(7) Importance given to social goals; and 

(8) Importance given to personal development goals. 
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Variables 7 and 8 were scales based on a factor analysis of 

seven freshmen survey items reflecting "the goals of many 

college students," adapted from Ewell (1983b). Respondents 

were asked to "indicate whether each goal is a MAJOR GOAL, a 

MINOR GOAL, or NOT A GOAL at all," with choices scored 1, 2, 

and 3, respectively. 

Factor analysis of the seven items was carried out 

using data for 3142 freshmen survey respondents. A prin-

cipal components analysis extracted three components with 

eignvalues greater than 1.0. A varimax rotation produced 

the factor structure shown in Table 1. 

Values for goals items were reversed before summing 

items to produce the scale scores used in analyses. Scores 

on the third and fourth items were summed to represent 

importance given to social goals; scores on the last three 

items were summed to represent importance given to personal 

development goals. Since almost all respondents to the 

freshmen survey checked MAJOR GOAL for the first two items, 

these were not used in the study. Item intercorrelations 

and scale reliability coefficients for 

reported later in this chapter. 

the sample are 

A third category of variables, denoted quality of 

effort or experience scales, was operationalized as com-

posite scores derived from responses to the College Student 

Experiences questionnaire (CSEQ, Pace, 1983). This instru

ment includes 14 scales which measure breadth and depth of 
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Table 1 

Varimax Rotated Loadings for All Seven Goal Items (N=3142) 

Factors 

I II III 
Personal Academic-

Item Development Social Vocational 

Increase knowledge and under-
standing in academic field .20 -.01 

Prepare for a career -.06 .09 
Become actively involved in 
student life and campus 

activities . 15 . 88-l:-
l'1eet new and interesting people .26 .83* 
Learn skills that will enrich 

my daily life or make me 
a more complete person .79* .18 

Develop my ability to be in de-
pendent, self-reliant, and 
adaptable .83* .13 

Understand my personal values 
and beliefs .80* .20 

*Asterisks indicate items included in scales. 
vocational scale was not used in this study. 

. 7 3~~ 

. 80{< 

.05 

.05 

.10 

.05 

.05 

The academic-
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effort invested in the use of various facilities and oppor-

tunities available on a college campus. Campus facilities 

include classrooms, libraries, science facilities, residence 

units, student unions, cultural facilities, and athletic and 

recreational facilities. Each type of facility has charac-

teristic activities associated with it. Experiences or 

activities not associated with any particular setting 

include student-faculty contact, involvement in clubs and 

organizations, experiences in writing, informal conversa-

tions and relationships with peers, and various personal 

experiences. Thus, the 14 scales provide for a broad range 

of campus experiences. 

For certain scales, items reflect increasing levels of 

involvement, challenge, and effort; other scales focus on 

the way physical facilities are used. In the construction 

of scales "the underlying quality dimension or concept was 

that of capitalizing on the potential for learning and 

development inherent in the nature of the particular cate-

gory of experience" (Pace, 1984, p.9). 

Each scale consists of a list of activities that range 

from ones that are easy to do to ones requiring more effort. 

Students report how often they have engaged in each activity 

during the current school year. The possible responses are 

"never," "occasionally," "often," and "very often," scored 

from 1 to 4 respectively. For most scales possible scores 

range from 10 to 40. Appendix A contains a copy of the 
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instrument. Psychometric data for the scales are reported 

in Pace (1984). Internal consistency estimates ranged from 

. 79 to .90. Intercorrelations and reliability estimates 

based on sample data are reported later in this chapter. 

Friedlander (1980/1981) three independent and 

interpretable 

Interpersonal 

tunities; and 

quality of 

Experiences; 

found 

effort 

Group 

Academic Experiences. 

factors--Personal and 

Facilities and Oppor-

A "Science Laboratory" 

scale did not cluster with any other scales; it was replaced 

in the 1983 version of the instrument by a "Science/Tech-

nology" scale that is broader in scope than the original. 

Another scale, "Art, Music, Theater," represents a fifth 

dimension. Factor analysis results for the 1979 version 

reported in Michael, Nadson, and Michael (1983) were con

sistent with Friedlander's findings. The "Topics of 

Conversation" scale underwent revision for the 1983 version 

of the instrument--two items were added and one was 

reworded. 

For the present study quality of effort scores on three 

dimensions were arrived at by summing scores for 

associated with each dimension: 

the scales 

( 9) Group Experiences (four scales: 

"Athletic and Recreation Facilities," 

"Student Union," 

"Clubs and Orga-

nizations," and "Dormitory or Fraternity/Sorority"); 

(10) Personal-Interpersonal Experiences (four scales: 

"Personal Experiences," "Student Acquaintences," 
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"Topics of Conversation," and 

sations"); and 

(11) Academic 

Experiences," 

Experiences 

"Experiences 

"Information in Conver-

(four 

with 

scales: 

Faculty," 

"Library 

"Course 

Learning," and "Experiences in Writing"). 

These three quality of effort dimensions represented the 

variables through which preenrollment motivational factors 

were expected to influence short-term developmental 

outcomes. 

The developmental outcomes, or gains, were reported in 

the "Estimate of Gains" section of the CSEQ. For 21 goal 

the extent of statements, students were asked to indicate 

their progress ("very little," "some," "quite a bit," or 

"very much") toward achievement of each objective. 

For results with the 1983 version of the instrument 

Pace (1984) reported five distinct factors--Personal and 

Social Development; General Education, Literature, and Arts; 

Understanding Science/Technology; Intellectual Skills; and 

Vocation. Four of the 21 growth items loaded on the Intel-

lectual Skills factor and five loaded on the Personal and 

Social Development factor. The two outcome variables used 

in the present study were operationalized 

associated with the two growth dimensions: 

as sums of items 

(12) Personal-Social Gains (the sum of scores on five 

items: 

dards; 

developing your 

understanding 

own values 

yourself--your 

and ethical stan-

abilities, in-
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terests, and personality; understanding other people 

and the ability to get along with different kinds of 

people; ability to function as a team member; develop

ing good health habits and physical fitness); and 

(13) Intellectual Gains (the sum of scores on four 

items: ability to think analytically; quantitative 

thinking--understanding probabilities, proportions, 

etc.; ability to put ideas together, to see relation-

ships, similarities, and differences between ideas; 

ability to learn on your own, pursue ideas, and find 

information you need). 

Intercorrelations among gains items along with scale 

reliabilities for 

chapter. 

the sample are reported later in this 

Anticipated relationships among the 13 variables are 

shown by arrows in the path diagram of Figure 1. The four 

blocks of variables appear in temporal sequence from left to 

right--background characteristics, motivational factors, 

college experience variables, and developmental outcomes. 

Data Analysis 

Personnel from the Office of Institutional Research at 

the cooperating institution provided the researcher with a 

data tape containing two separate raw data files--one with 

3147 records (background information and freshmen survey 

responses) and the other with 223 records (CSEQ responses). 
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These two files were read to system disks and stored as 

separate SAS (Statistical Analysis System) data sets. 

An examination of computer printouts revealed that the 

file of background information and survey responses con-

tained five duplicate records. For each of these cases, the 

first record was retained while the second was excluded from 

subsequently created data sets. The file with CSEQ re-

sponses was matched by identification number to background 

and freshmen survey data using a SAS merge procedure. 

Frequency distributions and summary statistics for the 

sample and the population provided the bases for preliminary 

data analyses. Background information and freshmen survey 

response frequencies were tabulated separately for the 

sample and for the population. Means, standard deviations, 

and ranges were produced for non-categorical variables. 

These computer-generated descriptive statistics were sub-

jected to chi-square goodness-of-fit tests and one-sample 

t-tests. Results of these preliminary analyses are reported 

in Appendix B and discussed in Chapter five. 

Elimination of Observations and 

Treatment of Missing Values 

Thirteen cases were eliminated from subsequent anal-

yses, four because of missing data and nine because the race 

category was other than white or black. These deletions 

reduced the analysis sample to 210 cases. To avoid further 
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diminution, substitution procedures were adopted to replace 

missing values for father's 

items. 

or mother's education and CSEQ 

Parents' education was a composite variable arrived at 

by summing two eight-level variables--father's education and 

mother's education 

out of 210 cases, 

as taken from admission records. For 13 

values were missing for either father's 

education (8), mother's education (3), or both (2)--leading 

to a total of 15 substitutions. A missing value for either 

parent was replaced by a group mean. 

females (the group most affected) if 

For example, for black 

father's education was 

missing, the mean education level reported for fathers by 

those black females who responded was substituted for miss-

ing values. Eight out of fifteen mean substitutions for 

parent education values were required for the black female 

portion of the sample, four were required for white females, 

two for black males, and one for a white male. For the most 

part, the validity of the substitute value was supported 

when compared with information concerning parents' education 

that was reported on the CSEQ (that is, 11 of the 15 substi-

tutions were consistent with the prior source). Data from 

the CSEQ were complete for all cases but did not provide the 

same degree of specificity as data from administrative 

records. Inconsistency between the two sources was also 

noted for cases having complete data from both sources--19 

percent of these evidenced some discrepancy between parent 
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supplied 

information reported on the CSEQ. 

by admission records and 

A different substitution procedure was adopted for 

cases with missing values on CSEQ items. Since both expe-

rience scale and gain scale scores were arrived at by sum-

ming an individual's responses to items belonging to a 

particular scale, the individual's mean response to com-

pleted items was used to replace a missing value. The scale 

score was computed as the average of the items completed 

times the total number of items. A total of 31 substitu-

tions affected 24 of the records retained for analyses. 

Substitutions affected 

items where at most 2 

only scales comprised of 10 or more 

items had been omitted. In most 

instances the average of 9 items was substituted for a 

tenth, omitted item. No single record involved substitution 

on more than two experience scales (nor fo~ more than 3 out 

of 118 experience items). Four substitutions were made for 

gains items. In two instances the average of 3 items was 

used to replace a fourth, omitted item and in the two 

remaining instances the average of 4 items was used to 

replace a fifth, omitted item. All four of these records 

had complete data for the twelve experience scales. 

Receding and Creation of Variables 

With the exception of educational aspiration level, the 

raw data values for freshmen survey items used in the study 
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were recoded to reverse the direction of responses. A value 

of 1 was changed to 3 and a 3 to 1; a value of 2 was left 

unchanged. The instrument is reproduced in Appendix A. 

Subsequent to the recoding, items 57 and 58 were summed 

to produce a variable representing the importance of social 

goals, and items 59 through 61 were summed to produce a 

variable representing the importance of personal goals. 

Item intercorrelations are shown in Table 2. For purposes 

of comparison, both population and sample correlations are 

reported. Alpha coefficients were .71 for the social goals 

scale (items 57 and 58) and .75 for the personal goals scale 

(items 59 through 61). 

Freshmen survey items 15 and 16, which asked students 

to indicate their degree of certainty about choice of 

college major and choice of future career, were summed to 

represent the "certainty" score used in analyses. 

coefficient for the two-item scale was .65. 

The alpha 

Reliability estimates for CSEQ experience scales were 

computed using statistics for composite scales rather than 

for individual scales. The Academic Experiences composite 

was the sum of four scale totals each of which, in turn, 

resulted from summing the 10 items making up a scale. The 

Group Experiences and Personal-Interpersonal Experiences 

composites were arrived at in the same manner, each produced 

by summing scores on four separate scales. Alpha coeffi-

cients for the three composite scales were .73 (Academic 
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Table 2 

Intercorrelations among Goal Items for Population (upper 
diagonal, N=3141) and Sample (lower diagonal, n=222) 

Goal items 

Item-l:· 57 58 59 60 61 Mean SD 

57 1.0 .55 .27 .26 .30 2.32 .57 
58 .54 1.0 .36 .32 .34 2.54 .53 
59 .21 .32 1.0 .53 . 51 2.68 .54 
60 .23 .33 .43 1.0 .56 2. 73 . 51 
61 . 21 .32 .53 .58 1.0 2.55 .67 
He an 2.33 2.55 2.63 2. 78 2.54 
SD .56 . 52 .55 .42 .64 

Scale Social Personal development 

Social 1.0 .42 
Personal .36 1.0 
Mean 4.88 7.95 
SD .95 1. 34 

*Item 57=Become actively involved in student life and 
campus activities. 

Item 58=Meet new and interesting people. 
Item 59=Learn skills that will enrich my daily life or 

make me a more complete person. 
Item 60=Develop my ability to be independent, self

reliant, and adaptable. 
Item 61=Understand my personal values and beliefs. 
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Experiences), . 78 (Personal-Interpersonal Experiences), and 

.59 (Group Experiences). Experience scale intercorrelations 

are reported in Table 3. Due to the small sample size, no 

attempt was made to reproduce the factor analysis results 

reported by Pace (1984). A priori decisions regarding which 

experience scales 

adhered to. 

or which gains items to combine were 

Reliabilities for the two gains 

for 

scales were also 

the Personal-Social estimated. The alpha coefficient 

Gains scale, composed of five items, was .76 and that for 

the Intellectual Gains scale, composed of four items, was 

• 7 4 • Intercorrelations for these nine gains items are 

presented in Table 4. 

Path Analysis 

The validity of the conceptual model was tested using 

path analysis. 

race, ability, 

The four background characteristics (gender, 

and parents' education) were treated as 

exogenous, that is, determined by factors outside the model. 

All other variables were treated as endogenous, that is, 

influenced by variables within the model. 

The estimation of direct and indirect effects and their 

standard errors required the solution of nine structural 

equations. A 

Ethington, 1985) 

GEMINI program 

fortran program called GEMINI (Wolfle and 

was used for this purpose. Input for the 

included a correlation matrix for the 
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Table 3 

Intercorrelations among Twelve Individual Experience Scales 
and among Three Composite Scales (n=220)* 

Experience dilrensions 

Personal-
Academic interpersonal Group 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 i~ SD 

1 1.0 18.31 3.95 
2 .39 1.0 18.94 4.22 
3 .42 .33 1.0 27.38 4.76 
4 .41 .35 .54 1.0 26.49 5.54 
5 .31 .:?0 .35 .40 1.0 23.79 5.64 
6 .24 .34 .29 .33 .51 1.0 20.<.X) 5.77 
7 .27 .31 .43 .39 .5D .46 1.0 18.62 5.59 
8 .31 .34 .47 .41 .53 .47 .62 1.0 24.96 5.92 
9 .33 .29 .36 .:?0 .40 .36 .34 .31 1.0 21.55 5.23 
10 .13 .12 .18 .13 .17 .23 .24 .15 .13 1.0 25.32 6.12 
11.25 .41 .26 .27 .43 .27 .41 .47 .49 .12 1.0 28.76 5.70 
12 .16 .26 .28 .39 .57 .47 .54 .40 .35 .19 .31 1.0 13.98 3.07 

Personal-
Scale Academic interpersonal Group 

Academic 1.0 
Personal .57 1.0 
Group .52 .68 1.0 
~ 91.34 89.99 88.38 
SD 13.92 16.20 15.46 

*l=Library Experiences, 2=Experiences with Faculty, 3=Course learning, 4=Experiences 
in Writing, S=Personal Experiences, 6=Student Acquaintences, 7:::Conversation Topics, 
8=Conversation Infonmtion, 9=Student Union, lO=Athletic-Recreation Facilities, 
ll~ubs and Organizations, 12=Ik>rmitory 
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Table 4 

Intercorrelations among Nine Gains Items (n=220) 

Scales 

Personal-social Intellectual 

Item>':· 10 11 12 13 14 18 19 20 

10 1.0 
11 .63 1.0 
12 .49 .62 1.0 
13 .27 .37 .52 1.0 
14 .13 .20 .20 .46 1.0 
18 .31 .30 .34 .27 .23 1.0 
19 .24 .17 .21 .16 .12 .63 1.0 
20 .31 .28 .30 .27 .24 .47 .51 1.0 
21 .31 .38 .39 .20 .18 .30 .23 .38 
He an 2.62 2.94 3.03 2.57 2.45 2.63 2.39 2.63 
SD .87 .84 .75 .87 .84 .81 .85 .71 

Scale Personal-social Intellectual 

Personal-
social 

Intellectual 
i1ean 
SD 

1.0 
.47 

13.54 
2.97 

1.0 
10.52 

2.36 

;•Item lO=Developing your own values and ethical standards. 
Item 11=Understanding yourself--your abilities, interests, 

and personality. 
Item 12=Understanding other people and the ability to get 

along with different kinds of people. 
Item 13=Ability to function as a team member. 
Item 14=Developing good health habits and physical fitness. 
Item 18=Ability to think analytically. 
Item 19=Quantitative thinking--understanding probabilities, 

proportions, etc. 
Item 20=Ability to put ideas together, to see relationships, 

similarities, and differences between ideas. 
Item 21=Ability to learn on your own, pursue ideas, and find 

information you need. 

21 

1.0 
2.88 

.77 
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thirteen variables specified in the model, along with means 

and standard deviations of these variables. These statis-

tics were generated using the SAS procedure CORR with 210 

observations and no missing values since the mean substitu

tions detailed above were effected before creating any of 

the composite variables. 

The block-recursive character of the model dictated 

that each endogenous variable be regressed on all endogenous 

variables occurring in antecedent blocks as well as on all 

exogenous variables, but that variables comprising a single 

block would not appear in equations having any one of these 

as the dependent variable. 

For example, the two gains variables (Personal-Social 

Gains and Intellectual Gains) belonged to a single block--no 

causal nexus was posited between them. Academic Experi-

ences, Personal-Interpersonal Experiences, and Group Experi-

ences formed a second block, not causally related among 

themselves, but causally antecedent to the gains variables. 

Similarly, no causal relationships were posited among the 

four variables educational aspirations, certainty about 

major and career choice, importance of personal goals, or 

importance of social goals although all were expected to 

have significant effects on gains variables. The exogenous 

variables (background characteristics) also comprised a 

block. The relationships between variables within blocks 

remained unanalyzed. 
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The GEMINI program first performs ordinary least 

squares regression analyses. These analyses provide the 

regression or path coefficients. "A path coefficient 

indicates the direct effect of a variable hypothesized as a 

cause of a variable taken as an effect" (Pedhazur, 1982). 

The total effect of one variable on another consists of a 

direct and an indirect effect. 

sents the influence transmitted 

The indirect effect repre

through intervening vari-

ables and the direct effect is the unmediated portion (Alwin 

& Hauser, 1975). The program calculates indirect effects 

using a method developed by Fox (1980). Finally the program 

calculates standard errors for the indirect effects using a 

method that follows from the work of Sobel (1982). In 

addition to the usual regression output, the program prints 

various matrices of the effects (total, direct, and 

indirect) including both metric and standardized values, 

standard errors for the indirect effects, associated t-

ratios, and probabilities for the t-ratios. 

The two types of coefficient (metric and standardized) 

can both be used in interpreting results. The standardized 

coefficients (beta weights) are an indication of the rela-

tive importance of variables in an equation. However, for a 

comparison of results from different populations the metric 

coefficient is used. Standardized coefficients are a func-

tion of variances and covariances, and if these differ, the 

magnitudes of the beta weights are affected. However, 
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metric coefficients tend to be more stable in different 

populations (Pedhazur, 1982). The results of the regression 

analyses are presented in Chapter four. 



FINDINGS 

The means, standard deviations, and zero-order correla

tions of all variables used in the analyses are shown in 

Table 5. Regression equations for the effects of quality of 

effort dimensions, motivational factors, and background 

characteristics on each developmental outcome are given in 

Table 6. The results for the two outcome variables--

Intellectual Gains and Personal-Social Gains--are discussed 

separately. 

The reader is cautioned to reserve judgment concerning 

the meaning of results reported in this chapter. Interpre-

tation is subject to a consideration of characteristics of 

the data which could 

coefficients. 

have produced unreliable regression 

Influences of Quality of Effort, 

Motivational Factors, and Background Characteristics 

on Intellectual Gains 

The variable contributing the most to Intellectual 

Gains was the quality of effort invested in Academic Experi

ences (ACADMCQE)--use of the library, course work, interac-

tions with faculty, and writing. Also important was the 

Personal-Interpersonal Experiences dimension (PERSNLQE) 

--two of the four scales comprising this dimension 

("Conversation Topics" and "Information in Conversations") 

54 



Table 5 

Means, Standard Deviations, and Intercorrelations for Variables Used in Analyses 

Variable~ GENDER RACE SAT PARENTED CERINIY ~p &:XIDAlS PERmAlS GR~ PERSNLQE A~E PERGAINS INIGAINS 

GENDER 1.0 .28 -.34 -.00 .OS .07 .15 .17 .00 .15 .16 .28 .12 
RACE .28 1.0 -.W -.37 .17 -.02 .05 .17 .11 .03 .17 .20 .01 
SAT -.34 -.W 1.0 .31 .00 .OS -.00 -.22 -.CX> .02 -.15 -.23 .02 
PARrNIED -.00 -.37 .31 1.0 .-.16 .OS .05 -.02 .04 .OS .01 -.13 -.00 
CERINIY .OS .17 .00 -.16 1.0 .16 -.02 .00 .12 .12 .20 .14 .19 
EilOSP .07 -.02 .OS .OS .16 1.0 .05 .04 .14 .20 .19 .16 .20 
&:XIDALS .15 .OS -.00 .OS -.01 .OS 1.0 .36 .22 .25 .14 .26 .12 
PERmAlS .17 .17 -.22 -.02 .00 .04 .36 1.0 .07 .13 .CX> .25 .15 
GR~ .00 .11 -.CX> .04 .12 .14 .22 .07 1.0 .67 .51 .43 .27 VI 

PERSNLQE .15 .03 .02 .OS .12 .20 .25 .13 .67 1.0 .56 .34 .38 VI 

A~E .16 .17 -.15 .01 .20 .19 .14 .CX> .51 .56 1.0 .33 .43 
PERGAINS .28 .20 -.23 -.13 .14 .16 .26 .25 .43 .34 .33 1.0 .47 
INIGAINS .12 .01 .02 -.00 .19 .20 .12 .15 .27 .38 .43 .47 1.0 
t-hm 1.47 1.16 1033.86 9.47 4.73 2.74 4.89 7.93 8f3.27 89.W 91.00 13.54 10.52 
SD .5J .37 165.84 2.71 1.10 .71 .94 1.35 15.33 16.02 13.78 2.97 2.36 

~fGENDER-iffile coded 1, fermle coded 2. GROOFQ~roup Experiences scale, range 52 to 138. 
RACE-white coded 1, black coded 2. PERSNlQEr-Personal-Interpersonal Experiences scale, 
SAT-canbined SAT scores, range SW to 1490. range 51 to 143. 
PARENTED-father's and oother's educational attainment, range 3 to 15. A~Academic Experiences scale, range 54 to 132. 
CERINIY-certainty about rmjor and career choice, range 2 to 6. PERGAINS-Personal-Interpersonal <illns scale, 
EI:l.n\SP-educational aspiration level, range 2 to 4. range 5 to 20. 
SCXXDAlS-social goals scale, range 2 to 6. INIGAINS-Academic-Intellectual Gains scale, 
PEROOALS-personal developrent goals scale, range 4 to 9. range 5 to 16. 
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Table 6 

Regression Equations for Effects of Each Quality of Effort 
Dimension, Motivational Factor, and Background Characteris
tic on Gains 

Gains 

Intellectual Personal-social 

Std. Std. 
Variable b err. Beta b err. Beta 

ACADMCQE .057* .013 .335*'':- .019 .016 .087 
PERSNLQE . 027 1~ .013 .180 -.000 .016 -. 002-lH 
GROUPQE -.006 .013 -.038 . 063 1~ .016 . 323-lH~ 
PERGOALS .230 .118 . 1 3 1 . 285 1~ .144 . 130-lH~ 
SOCGOALS -.016 .169 -.006 .321 .206 . 101-lH~ 
EDUCASP .282 .209 .085 .326 .255 .078 
CERTNTY .143 .139 .066 . 1 1 4 .169 .042 
PARENTED -.127 1~ .058 -. 146 -.121 .071 -.110 
SAT .002 .001 .102 -.002 .001 -.090 
RACE -.600 .510 -.094 -. 155 .623 -.019 
GENDER .310 .313 .066 . 908 1~ .382 .153 

R SQUARE .27327 .31657 

*Effects significant at a probability level of .05 or less. 
**Effects hypothesized to be greater than zero. 
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emphasized the intellectual aspects of interactions with 

peers. These two individual scales had higher zero-order 

correlations with Intellectual Gains than did three of the 

four scales that made up the Academic Experiences dimension. 

Intellectual Gains were also influenced by motivational 

factors. Direct effects of .085 from educational aspira-

tions (EDUCASP) and .066 from certainty about major and 

career choice (CERTNTY)--combined with indirect effects of 

.075 and .071, respectively--produced total effects of .160 

and . 13 7. Indirect effects of motivational factors and 

background characteristics on outcomes are shown in Table 7. 

A summary of effects from each variable is shown in Table 8. 

The direct effect from importance attributed to per

sonal development goals (PERGOALS) on Intellectual Ga~ns 

(.131) was larger than expected. However, the indirect 

effect was minimal (with a negative sign)--reducing the 

total effect to .117. A total effect of .068 from impor

tance attributed to social goals (SOCGOALS) was primarily 

indirect but also diminished slightly by combining effects 

with opposing signs. 

The background characteristic having the most notable 

impact on Intellectual Gains was gender. It's indirect 

effect (.086) was greater than its direct effect (.066). 

The mean Intellectual Gains reported by females was only 

slightly higher than that for males (10.83 versus 10.25), 

but females invested (overall) higher quality of effort both 
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Table 7 

Indirect Effects of Each Motivational Factor and Background 
Characteristic on Gains 

Gains 

Intellectual Personal-social 

Metric Std. Standard- Hetric Std. Standard-
Variable value err. ized val. value err. ized val. 

PERGOALS -.025 .051 -.014 -.042 .057 -.019*~~ 

SOCGOALS . 185~~ .079 .074 . 2 57{~ .090 .081*{} 
EDUCASP .251~~ .094 .075{H} .204 .107 .049 
CERTNTY . 153-l} .062 .071*''* .128 .070 .047 
PARENTED .033 .031 .038 .054 .037 .049 
SAT -.000 .000 -.008 -.000 .001 -.021 
RACE .474 .273 .074 .547 .326 .068 
GENDER . 406-f.· .168 .086 . 398~~ .200 .067 

*Effects significan~ at a probability level of .OS or less. 
**Effects hypothesized to be greater than zero. 
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Table 8 

Summary of Effects from Each Quality of Effort Dimension, 
Motivational Factor, and Background Characteristic on Gains 

Gains 

Intellectual Personal-social 

Total Dir. Ind. Total Dir. Ind. 
Variable effect eff. eff. effect eff. eff. 

ACADMCQE .335 .335 .087 .087 
PERSNLQE .180 .180 -.002 -.002 
GROUPQE -.038 -.038 .323 .323 
PERGOALS .117 .131 -.014 . 1 1 1 .130 -.019 
SOCGOALS .068 -.006 .074 .182 .101 .081 
EDUCASP .160 .085 .075 .127 .078 .049 
CERTNTY .137 .066 .071 .089 .042 .047 
PARENTED -. 108 -. 146 .038 -.061 -.110 .049 
SAT .094 .102 -.008 -. 111 -.090 -.021 
RACE -.020 -.094 .074 .049 -.019 .068 
GENDER . 152 .066 .086 .220 .153 .067 
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in their Academic and in their Personal-Interpersonal 

Experiences and females gave more importance to personal 

development goals. These variables mediated influence of 

gender on Intellectual Gains. Thus, in spite of a nonsig-

nificant difference in gains reported by males and females, 

the total effect of gender was .152. 

The direct effect of parents' education (PARENTED) on 

Intellectual Gains was negative, that is, higher levels of 

parents' education were associated with modest estimates of 

intellectual growth. A small but positive indirect influ-

ence reduced the total effect from parents' education to 

~.108. Although mean levels of parents' education were 

higher for whites than for blacks, mean scores on the Intel

lectual Gains variable did not differ by race (10.52 for 

whites compared to 10.56 for blacks). 

Influences of Quality of Effort, 

Motivational Factors, and Background Characteristics 

on Personal-Social Gains 

The largest contribution to Personal-Social Gains came 

from the quality of effort invested in Group Experiences 

(GROUPQE), which entailed participation in clubs, athletics, 

and activities associated with the student 

residence halls. There was also a small 

union and with 

positive effect 

from Academic Experiences, but, surprisingly, no influence 

of Personal-Interpersonal Experiences quality of effort on 
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Personal-Social Gains. A possible explanation for these 

results is discussed in a later section on collinearity. 

Among the motivational factors, the importance attri-

buted to social goals (that is, the desire to "meet new and 

interesting people" and "become actively involved in student 

life and campus activities") influenced Personal-Social 

Gains the most. A direct effect of .101 (while not statis-

tically significant) was only slightly less than that of 

importance attributed to personal development goals (.130). 

The indirect effect of social goals on Personal-Social Gains 

(.081) increased its total effect to .182. 

One other important influence on Personal-Social Gains 

was gender. The total effect (.220) was largely direct 

although the indirect effect (.067) was also significant at 

the .05 level of probability. 

Gains score of females was higher 

The mean Personal-Social 

than that of males, and 

females attributed greater importance to personal develop-

ment and to social goals. Although females did not have 

significantly higher mean scores on the Group Experiences 

dimension, they surpassed males in the quality of participa

tion associated with the student union and with residence 

halls--as measured by individual scales. Females also 

reported higher quality of effort on two scales that formed 

part of the Personal-Interpersonal Experiences dimension 

("Personal Experiences" and "Student Acquaintances"), but 

(based on regression results) their superior effort in 
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attempting to understand themselves and their acquaintances 

made no contribution to Personal-Social Gains. The path 

coefficient for the effect of Personal-Interpersonal 

Experiences on Personal-Social Gains was virtually zero so 

that the contribution to the indirect effect of gender on 

growth via that quality of effort dimension was also zero. 

This result was probably due to collinearity among the 

quality of effort dimensions, which is discussed in the next 

chapter. 

Comparison of the Hypothesized Model 

and the Obtained Model 

The path diagram for the obtained model is shown in 

Figure 2. The obtained model differed from the hypothesized 

model in these respects: 

(1) The quality of effort invested in personal experi

ences and interactions with peers (that is, the Personal-

Interpersonal Experiences dimension) predicted the intel-

lectual outcome rather than the personal-social outcome. 

But characteristics of the data appear to have impaired the 

reliability of coefficients obtained for the experience 

dimensions. 

(2) Importance attributed to personal development 

goals was related to both outcomes--not just Personal-Social 

Gains--and these effects were direct rather than mediated by 

quality of effort. 
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(3) Importance attributed to social goals influenced 

quality of effort invested in Personal-Interpersonal 

Experiences as well as in Group Experiences so that its 

indirect influence extended to Intellectual Gains and not 

just to Personal-Social Gains. 

(4) Certainty about major and career choice had no 

negative indirect influence on gains--that is, having lower 

levels of certainty was not associated with higher Personal

Interpersonal quality of effort; and 

(5) Two background characteristics--gender and 

parents' education--were significant direct influences on 

Personal-Social Gains and on Intellectual Gains, respec

tively. And the indirect effects of gender on both outcomes 

were significant as well. The effects of background vari-

ables were thought to be only indirect and too weak to be 

statistically significant. 

Summary of Findings 

The results of this study indicated that: (a) Two 

quality of effort dimensions--Academic Experiences and 

Personal-Interpersonal Experiences--contributed to Intellec-

tual Gains, but (surprisingly) only the Group Experiences 

effect was significant for Personal-Social Gains; (b) impor

tance attributed to personal development and to social goals 

influenced Intellectual Gains as well as Personal-Social 

Gains; (c) educational aspirations and certainty about major 
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and career choice affected Intellectual Gains; and (d) among 

the background characteristics, gender and parents' educa-

tion produced significant coefficients, but the impact of 

was limited to Intellectual Gains while the the latter 

influence 

well. 

of gender extended to Personal-Social Gains as 

The finding that Group Experiences quality of effort 

contributed to Personal-Social Gains is consistent with 

Hood's (1984) results, which indicated that participation in 

various types of extracurricular activities is associated 

with growth in psycho-social areas of development. Simi-

larly, Terenzini et al. (1982) reported an impact of social 

involvement on personal growth. 

finding is especially important 

The agreement with Hood's 

since his study was longi-

tudinal, controlled for development at college entry, and 

used criterion measures which were objective rather than 

self-estimates. That study also used objective measures of 

cognitive growth but found no college experience correlates 

for the differences observed between pre- and posttests. 

extracurricular With the exception of participation in 

activities and postcollege educational plans, the variables 

similar to variables included in Hood's study were not 

included in the present study. However, his finding that 

participation in extracurricular activities did not affect 

cognitive outcomes lends support 

study concerning the absence 

to results of the present 

of an effect from Group 
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Experiences on Intellectual Gains. Terenzini et al. (1982) 

found that a measure of classroom involvement did affect 

intellectual gains. Athough their outcome measure was 

similar to that of the present study, the classroom involve-

ment scale was (superficially) similar to only one of the 

measures comprising the Academic Experiences variable. 

dual 

Obtained path coefficients for 

quality of effort dimensions 

the effects of indivi-

on outcomes were only 

partially consistent with expectations. Although Group 

Experiences was the dimension contributing the most to 

Personal-Social Gains, and Academic Experiences was the 

dimension contributing the most to Intellectual Gains, two 

(near) zero coefficients with negative signs suggested the 

existence of a collinearity 

the next chapter. 

The consequences of 

problem. This is discussed in 

collinearity among quality of 

effort dimensions would extend to estimates of the indirect 

effects of other variables. The discussion which follows 

reflects the results obtained for this data. However, 

general findings regarding the nature and relative impor

tance of influences are (unless otherwise indicated) assumed 

to be replicable. 

Three motivational factors--educational aspiration 

level, certainty about major and career, and the importance 

placed on social goals--were found to influence gain scores 

indirectly by virtue of their impact on quality of effort. 
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However, the influence of the social goals variable extended 

to both growth dimensions. Students who felt that "to meet 

new and interesting people" and "to become actively involved 

in campus life and activities" were major goals for college 

tended to invest a high quality of effort in various non-

academic pursuits--not just in some group experiences. 

Attributing importance to social goals was also influential 

to the quality of effort invested in some personal experi-

ences and interactions with peers. Although degree aspira-

tions and certainty about major and career choice had larger 

total effects, the importance given to social goals also 

made an indirect contribution to Intellectual Gains. 

Not all of the observed influences of motivational fac-

tors were consistent with hypotheses. Personal and social 

goals variables were found to influence both outcomes. A 

significant portion of influence from social goals on each 

developmental outcome was indirect--mediated by quality of 

effort. In contrast, the importance attributed to personal 

goals had only direct influences. 

Some discrepancies regarding influences of educational 

aspirations and certainty about major and career choice on 

quality of effort dimensions may be attributable to the size 

of the sample. Path coefficients that were not significant 

were moderate in size. However, certainty about major and 

career choice did not have the expected negative effect on 

Personal-Interpersonal Experiences. 
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The influences observed for background characteristics 

were largely consistent with findings of Terenzini et al. 

(1982) although that study did not measure indirect effects. 

The investigators reported an effect of gender on p~rsonal 

growth but found no influence of parents' education on 

intellectual growth. 

of academic aptitude 

Their results showed a negative effect 

on personal growth; results of the 

present study showed the influence of ability on Personal

Social Gains to be negative but not statistically signifi

cant--perhaps because of the small sample. 

Gender was the background characteristic having the 

greatest impact on either outcome. While some of its effect 

on Personal-Social Gains was direct, a significant portion 

of its influence was mediated. Females attributed greater 

importance both to personal-development goals and to social_ 

goals--the variables through which much of this indirect 

impact was transmitted. 

Mean scores of males and females did not differ for 

Group Experiences quality of effort. However, differences 

on two subscales--"Student Union" and "Dormitory"--showed 

higher quality social involvement on the part of women. 

Comparisons for other subscales showed superior athletic 

participation for men but no difference with regard to par

ticipation in clubs and organizations. 

Women also invested higher quality of effort in experi

ences that affected Intellectual Gains. On scales compris-
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ing the Academic Experiences dimension, females had higher 

scores for "Course Learning" and "Experiences in Writing." 

A significant direct effect of parents' education on 

Intellectual Gains was negative. However, peculiarities of 

the sample raise doubt about the generalizability of that 

result. This and other limitations are discussed in the 

next chapter. 

Neither ability nor race produced statistically sig

nificant coefficients but their zero-order correlations with 

Personal-Social Gains and with some intervening variables-

along with the finding of Terenzini et al. (1982) that com

bined SAT scores had a negative effect on personal growth-

support their inclusion in the model. If race were not a 

relevant variable, including it in the model should have 

inflated the standard error(s) of ability--because of the 

high zero-order correlation between the two variables (Berry 

& Feldman, 1985). There was no evidence that standard 

errors for ability were affected by the inclusion of race. 

However, small sample size, collinearity, or peculiarities 

of the sample may have influenced results for these vari

ables. 

The combination of student characteristics--background 

variables and motivational factors--used in this study 

explained 19 percent of the variation in Personal-Social 

Gains and 11 percent of the variation in Intellectual Gains. 

With the added contribution of quality of effort, the 
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explained variance for the two outcomes was 32 percent and 

27 percent, respectively. 

The proportion of variance in each gains variable 

attributed to each quality of effort dimension was compar

able to results reported in Friedlander (1980/1981) and Pace 

(1984) for 1979 and 1983 versions of the College Student 

Experiences questionnaire. The present study indicated that 

with the effects of gender, race, ability, and parents' 

education partialed out, four motivational factors could 

explain 9 percent of variance in Personal-Social Gains and 8 

percent of variance in Intellectual Gains. 

Because this study included only new freshmen (22 or 

younger) residing in dormitories, the effects of age, class 

level, and living arrangement were restricted. Results 

reported by Friedlander (1980/1981) suggest that these along 

with various environmental factors could account for another 

27 percent of variation in Intellectual Gains and 9 percent 

of variation in Personal-Social 

the contribution from 

expected to mediate some 

factors). 

quality 

of the 

Gains--without considering 

of effort (which could be 

effects of environmental 

Several factors known or suspected to have affected the 

results of this study have important implications for the 

interpretation of findings. These are considered in the 

next chapter. 
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS, 

CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMMENDATIONS 

study utilized path analysis to evaluate the 

validity of the proposed model for explaining self-reported 

freshman-year developmental outcomes as a function of direct 

and indirect influences from preenrollment motivational 

factors. The results reported in chapter four showed that 

the hypothesized model did not fit the correlations observed 

for the sample. Among the factors that may have contributed 

to this failure are the following: (a) Specification error; 

(b) small sample size; 

because of a homogeneous 

(c) limited variability of responses 

population; (d) multicollinearity; 

and (e) peculiarities of the sample. Some discussion of the 

known and suspected impact that these factors had on the 

results should inform future attempts to replicate present 

findings or to test similar models. Interpretation and 

generalization of results are necessarily subject to the 

limitations of the data. 

Discussion of Factors Limiting 

Interpretation and Generalization 

of Results 

A model has been misspecified if it includes irrelevant 

variables, omits relevant variables, or posits zero coeffi-

cients for paths that are nonzero (and vice versa). Omit-

71 
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ting a relevant variable has by far· the more severe conse-

quences for interpreting results. Omitting an exogenous 

variable (such as a background characteristic) that is 

correlated with, or predicted by, any included exogenous 

variable(s) allows the included variable(s) to be correlated 

with the residual or error term, which represents unmeasured 

causes. This can lead to biased estimates of the regression 

coefficient(s) (Kenny, 1979). The exogenous variables in 

this study were limited to gender, race, parents' education, 

and student ability because previous research suggested that 

these would be important indicators of student goals and 

educational aspirations. The results obtained in this study 

provide no evidence to the contrary. Although the results 

do indicate that several paths were misspecified, the hypo-

thesized model cannot be summarily rejected. Consideration 

must also be given to the roles that other factors. may have 

played in producing the results. 

Small sample size and highly intercorrelated predictor 

variables (multicollinearity) can both lead to errors of 

inference (Kenny, 1979) because they affect the magnitude of 

a test statistic. The range of a regressor variable also 

affects the magnitude of a test statist~c (Pedhazur, 1982). 

These factors may have contributed to the failure of some 

coefficients to achieve statistical significance. Further-

more, peculiarities of the sample--as well as collinearity-

appear to have produced some unreliable coefficients. The 
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follows will 

differences 

focus on collinearity and 

since interpretation and 

the findings are known to be limited by 

The conclusions which follow the dis-

cussion are necessarily tentative, and recommendations 

emphasize the importance of anticipating collinearity 

problems in 

scales. 

future research using Pace's quality of effort 

Collinearity 

When regressor variables in an equation are too highly 

correlated among themselves, effects "rightfully" due to one 

variable may be attributed to another. For example, the 

zero-order relationship between the Personal-Interpersonal 

Experiences composite scale and the Group Experiences com-

posite scale was .67. These two variables were correlated 

.34 and .43, respectively, with the Personal-Social Gains 

variable. A likely consequence of these high zero-order 

relationships is an inflated beta weight for the variable 

that has the stronger relationship with the criterion--even 

though the absolute magnitude of the relationship is very 

similar (Pedhazur, 1982). Path coefficients obtained for 

the effects of Group Experiences and Personal-Interpersonal 

Experiences on Personal-Social Gains were .323 and -.002, 

respectively--a difference almost certainly attributable to 

a collinearity problem rather than to· the importance of 
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Group Experiences alone in promoting the developmental out

come. The same phenomenon may have inflated the effect of 

Academic 

take on 

Experiences 

some of the 

on Intellectual Gains--causing it to 

effect attributable to Personal-

Interpersonal Experiences. Path coefficients obtained for 

these effects were .335 for Academic Experiences and .180 

for Personal-Interpersonal Experiences; but zero-order 

correlations with the criterion differed little--.43 versus 

. 38. The correlation between the two experience variables 

was .56. Indeed, none of the path coefficients obtained for 

effects of quality of effort dimensions on developmental 

outcomes is exempt from the potentially biasing effect of 

collinearity. Furthermore, since indirect effects attri-

buted to motivational factors and to background characteris

tics were a function of the regression coefficients obtained 

for the quality of effort dimensions, 

been over- or underestimated. 

they too might have 

In view of this, separate analyses were conducted in 

which outcomes were regressed on motivational factors and 

background characteristics (without the intervening quality 

of effort dimensions). These reduced models explained 19 

percent of the variance in Personal-Social Gains and 11 

percent of the variance in Intellectual Gains--compared to 

32 percent and 27 percent for 

effort included). Metric values 

each of the eight variables 

the full models (quality of 

for the total effect of 

(motivational factors and 
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background characteristics) on outcomes were identical for 

the full and reduced models. 

Consideration was given also to the possibility that 

the effects observed for the personal goals and the social 

goals variables might have been distorted due to the mag-

nitude of their zero-order correlation ( . 36) . Although 

there was almost no difference in the magnitudes of their 

respective zero-order relationships with Personal-Social 

Gains (.25 versus .26), the total effect (standardized) 

attributed to social goals was half again as large as that 

attributed to personal goals. 

To investigate further the problem of collinearity, the 

correlation matrix was inverted--following a recommendation 

in Pedhazur 

matrix were 

(1982). 

2.2, 1.96, 

Diagonal elements in the inverted 

and 1.64 for the three quality of 

effort dimensions--Personal-Interpersonal, Group, and 

Academic Experiences, respectively. Diagonal elements for 

two background characteristics--ability and race--were both 

1. 78' also undesirably high. However, for the two goals 

variables, the diagonal elements were lower--1.25 for social 

goals and 1.24 for personal goals. 

The more these diagonal elements deviate from 1.0, the 

greater the likelihood that there is a problem; and (in 

general) the greater the magnitude of zero-order correla-

tions between regressor variables, the more severely biased 

are the results. A difference in the magnitude of each 
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regressor variable's relationship with the criterion could 

produce 

1982). 

unexpected and contradictory ~esults (Pedhazur, 

Implications of Collinearity 

for Interpretation of Results 

The consequences of collinearity for results obtained 

in this study cannot be determined with any degree of assur-

ance. Absolute zero or near-zero coefficients with a nega-

tive sign for influences of quality of effort dimensions on 

gains are certainly not reliable. And, since indirect 

effects are computed from regression coefficients, in some 

cases their magnitudes would have been over- or underesti-

mated. Speculation about specific consequences of colline-

arity would not be warranted. 

It must be concluded that both the hypothesized model 

and the obtained model fail to provide an adequate represen-

tation of the influences of quality of effort dimensions on 

the developmental outcomes. Given the nature of the data, 

the analytical technique_ used in this study could not pro

duce reliable estimates of the independent effects of the 

three quality of effort dimensions on either outcome. 

Certain characteristics of the population itself may 

have produced results that would not be duplicated for stu-

dents in less technical curricula. 

been introduced to sample data 

And, since bias may have 

through nonresponse, the 
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results must be interpreted in light of some important dif-

ferences between the sample and the population. 

Sample-Population Comparisons 

About 29 percent of all freshmen at the participating 

institution were enrolled in engineering fields and 15 per

cent in sciences, but the sample was comprised of 36 percent 

engineering students and 19 percent from sciences. Students 

enrolled in humanities and social social sciences (which 

included business fields), agriculture, and textiles made up 

18, 16, and 6 percent of the sample, respectively; and these 

proportions closely approximated those of the population. 

The relatively larger proportion of engineering and science 

students may account for the somewhat higher SAT quantita-

tive scores of the sample (mean = 552.99, standard devia-

tion = 91.06). The mean for the population was 545.85, the 

standard deviation, 89.72. The negative path coefficient 

from ability to the personal goals variable (-.172) reflects 

a tendency for high scorers on either the quantitative or 

the verbal part of the SAT to give less importance to per-

sonal development objectives. For the sample, zero-order 

correlations between the personal goals scale and the SAT 

were -.22 for quantitative scores and -.17 for verbal 

scores. Zero-order relationships for the population were 

-.21 and -.19, respectively. Separate analyses for whites 

and blacks revealed that no relationship existed between the 
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personal goals and SAT scores of blacks either in the popu

lation or in the sample. 

The proportion of women in the sample was significantly 

larger than the proportion in the population (chi square = 

7.43, df = 1, p < .01). The population consisted of 38 per

cent women, but 47 percent of the sample members were women. 

However, the imbalance occurred primarily among blacks. 

Women made up only 41 percent of whites in the sample, but 

79 percent of blacks were women. Despite this difference, 

sample mean responses to items regarding the importance of 

personal goals and the importance of social goals were con-

sistent with population means for three out of the four 

race-gender groups--with black females having the highest 

mean score on the personal goals scale and white males 

having the lowest mean scores on both social and personal 

goals scales. Results of one-sample t-tests are reported in 

Appendix B (see Tables B-1 and B-2). 

Results of independent t-tests revealed a tendency for 

(white) women to place more importance on social goals, and 

to report higher quality of effort in Personal-Interpersonal 

Experiences and greater gains on both dimensions than did 

white males. However, path coefficients for influences of 

gender on personal goals (.105) and on social goals (.131) 

were not statistically significant--perhaps because of the 

small sample size. Men and women did not differ with regard 

to mean scores on degree aspirations and only black men and 
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women differed with regard to certainty about major and 

career choice. Results of independent t-tests are reported 

in Appendix B (see Tables B-8 through B-10). 

The only significant path coefficient obtained for race 

was its impact on certainty about major and career choice; 

however, the magnitude (.218) was exaggerated. Black sample 

mean responses regarding the certainty of choices were not 

typical of responses from the black population. Results of 

one-sample t-tests reported in Appendix B (see Table B-4) 

showed that black females indicated significantly greater 

certainty than their population counterparts while black 

males indicated less certainty (although the latter differ-

ence was not statistically significant). There is another 

identifiable way in which the sample's race-gender imbalance 

probably affected results. Black females in the sample 

reported significantly lower degree aspirations than black 

females in the population. On the other hand, white females 

reported higher levels than their population group (but not 

significantly so). These abberations would limit the gener-

alizability of findings concerning the influence (or lack of 

influence) from race. 

Lower SAT scores and lower levels of parent education 

of blacks in the sample reflected (for the most part) actual 

differences among blacks and whites in the population. 

Nevertheless, results of one-sample t-tests reported in 

Appendix B (see Table B-5) showed that whites in the 
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sample--both males and females--had significantly higher SAT 

quantitative scores than their counterparts in the popula

tion. 

The mean parent education level of black females was 

significantly lower than that of their population counter-

parts. Because black females in the sample had unusually 

high levels of certainty when compared to population count-

erparts and their already low parent education levels were 

accentuated (possibly by substitution of the group mean for 

missing values), the path coefficient from parents' educa-

tion to certainty (-.134) was probably exaggerated. (This 

coefficient does not appear in the path diagram of Figure 2 

because it was not significant at the .05 level of proba

bility.) 

To further evaluate the likelihood of bias due to non-

representativeness, regression analyses were conducted using 

statistics for whites only (n=2509 for the white population 

and n=176 for the white sample) and the race variable was 

dropped from the equations. Means, standard deviations, 

and zero-order correlation coefficients used for the anal-

yses are reported in Appendix B (see Tables B-11 and B-12). 

Regression results are reported in Tables B-13 and B-14. 

Because population and sample standard deviations differed 

little, standardized regression coefficients are referred to 

in discussing the results of these analyses. 
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Three of the coefficients obtained for the white sample 

were larger by comparison with coefficients obtained for the 

white population--The influences of gender on social goals 

(.171 versus .087) and on educational aspirations (.141 ver

sus .085) and the influence of parents' education on cer

tainty about major and career (-.157 versus -.098). One 

pair of coefficients also had opposite signs--the influence 

of parents' education on personal development goals was 

positive (.081) for the sample but negative (-.054) for the 

population. Three other coefficients obtained for the 

sample were smaller compared to population values--the 

influences of ability on social goals (-.080 versus -.124) 

and on educational aspirations (.072 versus .106) and the 

influence of parents' education on educational aspirations 

(.0175 versus .1472). 

Implications of Differences Between 

the Sample and the Population 

Regression coefficients for paths cited in the preced

ing paragraph were not statistically significant for the 

sample (blacks and whites). Nevertheless, some differences 

between covariances of the white sample and the white popu

lation along with some atypical responses noted for blacks 

in the sample have implications for interpreting results. 

For the most part differences between regression coef

ficients for the white population and the white sample are 
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probably no greater than might be expected as a consequence 

of sampling fluctuation. The variable showing the must dis-

parity was parents' education. The results for the white 

population along with certain sample-population differences 

noted for blacks suggest that the effects of parents' educa

tion reported for the sample would not be accurate estimates 

of that variable's effects in the population. 

Effects observed for race also would not be generaliz-

able. As pointed out in the previous section, mean respon-

ses of blacks concerning educational aspirations and cer-

tainty about major and career choice differed from black 

population means. 

Because of these known limitations and because of the 

uncertain consequences of multicollinearity, the interpreta-

tion of findings must be considered somewhat speculative. 

Nevertheless, it is possible to accept with reasonable con

fidence the statistical significance of effects from gender, 

educational aspirations, certainty about major and career 

choice, and the importance attributed to personal develop-

ment and to social goals on quality of effort and perceived 

freshman-year growth. 

The magnitudes of the path coefficients reported in 

Figure 2 should be viewed only as indicting the relative 

importance of these variables in predicting the associated 

quality of effort or growth dimension. That is, for the 

population studied, educational aspirations and certainty 
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about major and career choice were significant predictors of 

academic involvement while importance attributed to personal 

development or to social goals were not. On the other hand, 

importance attributed to social goals was the best predictor 

of nonacademic involvement (both Personal-Interpersonal and 

Group Experiences quality of effort). Total effects 

reported in Table 8 provide an indication of the relative 

importance of variables in predicting each growth dimension, 

but special caution is advised in interpreting the values 

reported for quality of effort variables and for the back-

ground characteristics race and parents' education. 

The generalizability of findings concerning the rela-

tive importance of gender and motivational factors in pre-

dieting involvement and outcomes is clearly limited to the 

type of population studied. The curricula offered by the 

participating institution represent primarily applied dis

ciplines within the category "hard" proposed by Biglan 

(1973). The sample was drawn from a population in which 56 

percent of students were enrolled in either engineering, 

agriculture/life sciences, forest resources, or textiles, 

and another 15 percent were enrolled in physical and mathe-

matical sciences. Only 22 percent were enrolled either in 

humanities and social sciences or in associated applied 

curricula; and 7 percent had not yet made a choice. While 

these population characteristics restrict generalizability, 

the relative homogeneity of career interests strengthens the 
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validity of results obtained for gender and motivational 

factors and thus increases the likelihood that these would 

be replicated for other, similar populations. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The relative strength of the importance attributed to 

social goals as a predictor of quality of effort invested in 

peer relationships and other campus involvement may pose a 

challenge for student development professionals. This and 

other studies (Hood, 1984; Terenzini et al. 1982) indicate 

that extracurricular involvement is associated with personal 

growth. But the present research suggests that student 

values and goal priorities play a significant role in deter

mining the quality of participation. It may be--as sug

gested by Sandeen (1985)--that many college students in the 

1980's "decide whether to participate in a particular acti

vity in direct proportion to its ability to enhance their 

job resume." The credibility of this assertion is enhanced 

by evidence from this study. Certainty about major and 

career choice was more strongly related to quality of par-

ticipation in activities of the student union (r=.21) and in 

clubs and organizations (r=.17) than was the importance of 

social goals (r=.l2 and .07, respectively). The effect of 

social goals on group experiences can be attributed in large 

part to the former variable's association with participation 

in residence hall activities (r=.33). 
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Many career-related gender differences have disappeared 

over the last two decades .. A majority of the women in this 

population were planning to enter such traditionally male 

fields as engineering and agriculture and almost universally 

(99 percent) 

for college. 

cited preparing 

Nevertheless, 

for a career as a major goal 

a "traditional" gender differ-

ence was still apparent in females' greater tendency to also 

give importance to personal development and social goals. 

The quality of their participation in clubs and organiza-

tions was not different from that of males. But women 

tended more than men to have high quality interpersonal 

relations (more self-disclosure, conversations with people 

whose values and background were different from theirs). 

And women tended to be more actively involved in residence 

hall programs. 

Although the results suggest that gender predicted the 

outcomes in part because of its relationship with two types 

of goals and with certain categories of involvement, the 

direct effect of gender on Personal-Social Gains indicates 

that there were other factors not considered in this study 

that led females to report greater personal growth. These 

may include other goals that women tend to value more than 

men do. Findings of Goldberg and Shiflett (1981) suggest 

that knowledge of students' expectations for a career (for 

example, status versus self-fulfillment) might account for 

some of the gender difference. It is possible, however, 
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that the differences found in 

persist after the freshman year. 

address both of these questions. 

It is somewhat paradoxical 

the present study do not 

A follow-up study could 

that placing importance on 

personal development goals such as self-understanding did 

not lead to higher quality of effort in personal experi-

ences--an optimal means of achieving them. Although the 

importance of personal development goals was most highly 

correlated with three scales measuring personal experiences 

and peer relations, the importance of social goals was also 

most highly correlated with these same three scales, but the 

latter associations were stronger. In spite of this, the 

importance of personal development goals predicted Personal

Social Gains about as well as did the importance of social 

goals; either one alone could account for about 6 percent of 

the variance in that outcome. (Multiple regression results 

attributed the indirect effect of the social goals variable 

on Personal-Social Gains almost entirely to involvement in 

Group Experiences so that the higher quality of personal and 

interpersonal relations associated with importance of social 

goals was not shown to affect that outcome--a very untenable 

finding.) While some of the types of involvement measured 

by the quality of effort scales were associated with student 

reports of personal growth, there are other types of in

volvement (not considered in this study) that also might be 

related to personal growth--and to personal development 
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goals. The· CSEQ contains no scales dealing with religious 

participation or noncampus community involvement because its 

focus is on campus facilities and opportunities. 

The consistency in the ways that the personal and 

social goals variables were found to relate to outcomes 

allow speculation that the goals variables may be associated 

with personality differences (such as introversion and 

extroversion) or that they identify different student sub-

cultures (such as intellectual and social). The importance 

of personal development goals was directly related to both 

outcomes while the importance of social goals was associated 

with quality of effort so that its relationship to outcomes 

was partly indirect. This would be expected if giving 

importance to personal development goals characterized 

involvement with self or with ideas while giving importance 

to social goals characterized· involvement with the campus 

environment. 

A system for disseminating information concerning cam-

pus opportunities that appeal to different personality types 

was described by Jacoby, Rue, and Allen (1984). This type 

of information could be introduced during freshmen ori-

entation. Advisors could make use of information a student 

provides concerning the importance of different goals in 

order to help the student identify the opportunities for 

participation that match his or her objectives. If the cam-

pus does not offer appropriate conditions or opportunities, 
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the student may not belong there. Pascarella, Terenzini, 

and Wolfle (1986) found that participation in an orientation 

program specifically designed to inform freshmen and to 

facilitate their integration influenced freshmen decisions 

to re-enroll at the same college. 

It should be of interest for future research that while 

motivational factors considered in this study helped to 

explain outcomes by accounting for variance over and above 

that attributable to gender, race, ability, and parents' 

education, the inclusion of race and ability in the same 

regression equation provided redundant information and may 

have produced unreliable parameter estimates. Greater effi-

ciency in predicting outcomes might be achieved by eliminat-

ing one of these variables and, also, by using a single 

goals variable. The disadvantage of eliminating any vari-

ables entirely or of using a single (composite) goals vari

able would be loss of information concerning influences that 

have implications for theory and for interpretation of 

results. Because two goals scales were used in this study, 

it was possible to observe that relationships between out-

comes and educational aspirations, certainty about major and 

career choice, and importance given to ~ocial goals were 

mediated by quality of effort while the importance of per-

sonal development goals was 

involvement (as defined for 

not associated with quality of 

this investigation). Findings 

concerning race and ability were less easily interpreted 
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suggested influences that merit further 

Interrelationships among the three quality of effort 

dimensions introduced multicollinearity. This problem 

decreased the reliability of coefficients and severely ham-

pered interpretation of the results. The research objective 

(that is, to evaluate the hypothesized model) could not be 

satisfactorally achieved. Researchers using quality of 

effort data need to anticipate this problem and avoid using 

more than one dimension in a single regression equation if 

reliability of the parameter 

research objective. 

estimates is important to the 

There was a reasonable degree of conceptual similarity 

between items comprising the two goals scales and items 

comprising the personal-social growth variable used in this 

study. A combined goals score (the sum of all five items) 

correlated .30 with personal-social gains . By comparison, 

SAT scores were correlated . 16 with intellectual gains and 

.40 with grades 

terion measures). 

(all self-reported or self-estimated cri

The modest correlation between goals and 

personal-social gains was higher than correlations between 

either educational aspirations and grades (.21) or educa

tional aspirations and intellectual gains (.20). The com-

bination of personal development goals and social goals 

along with a measure of past accomplishment in nonacademic 
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areas ought to be reasonably good predictors of personal-

social growth. 

Future research might address the question of how well 

these entering goals predict gains perceived after a second, 

third, or fourth year of college, and how well they predict 

other, objective measures of personal growth. An attempt 

should be made to replicate findings of this study--ideally, 

using additional, objective measures of the outcome vari-

ables. It is also of interest to test the applicability of 

the hypothesized model to other, less homogeneous, student 

populations. However, consideration must be given to the 

limitations of ordinary least squares regression analyses 

for evaluating a model that includes such highly intercorre

lated variables as the CSEQ quality of effort scales. 
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1985 SURVEY OF ENTERING FRESHMEN 

~: SOCIPL SC:a.RITY N..Hf:R'-rr""lfr---
{1-9) 

Tie Office of Institllti<Nl Research is seetlng to learn ntll"'! abaJt the attitudes, pl51S, nl needs of 
entering students .J1d the reaSCils they decieled to enter rou. The foll()iing survey, liilch is being given 
to all entering freshn2n, liill help to provide that infonnatiCJ1. Ywr respo~ses w11l rot be placa:t in 
any of y::xr Lfliveristy reccn!s. The infonnatiCJ1 ,; 11 be used in SIJI1IIii"Y statistical analysl5. Ywr 
Clltllef"ation ,; 11 be cl!Veciated. Please w-ite y;y.r nom! and social seority IUlber In the spaces above. 

llnnla H. Rogers, Ph.D. 
Senlrr I nstl tut I CJ1a 1 Rese.ardl OffIcer 

IWU' I: Place tte rudler d yor 1'1!51U'15e In tte lrldcets to tte left d 8ldl ~1an. 

(fer lceypurdi i ng 
CJ1ly) 
(lO) In deciding .tlich ml1!!91! to attend, >es PCSJ p.r • .• 

ICEY: 1 • first <hlice 2 • semnd cmice 3 • third cmlce 

(ill tbol d1d .)(lU receive yor appllcatiCJ1 frr ad111ssiCJ1s to 10!7 
ICEY: 1 • by nail 

2 • frcm a hi !t1 sctm 1 CDUnSe lrr 
3 • at a CDll!!91! ~ jnlgrilll 
4 • pldu!d CJ1f! 141 at the ICSU AdnissiCJls Office 

!121 C ] loohat is tte higoest level of edlcatiCJ1 .)ou plan to CIJI1)1ete7 (folar1c CJ1ly CJ1f! response) 
liFt: I • 5011! m 11 1!91!, bLlt less than bache lrr • s dec}'ee 

2 • bachelrr's dec}'ee rr equivalent 
3 • master's de<Tee (l't\, "15, fo81\) 
4 • dx:toral dec}'ee (Ph.D., H. D., Ed.d., J.D. l 

(13) lb .)(lU plil'l to apply to a School of Veterinary Medicine? 
II:Ff: 1 • Yes 2 • No 

(14) loohat are yor plans frr Sllllo.)llelt ciJring y;y.r first 581eSter at IOJ1 
II:Ff: 1 • I p 1 an to lCrl 20 hours CT ntll"'! each lol!ek. 

2 • I p 1 ill to lCrl less than 20 tors each lol!ek. 
3 • I do rot plan to \Crl. 

(lSI [ ] tbol certain are .)(lU allout yor mll!!91! najor7 (I.e., deg'ee progrn rr field 
of study) 
ICEY: 1 • I fee 1 very certain allout ~ em I C2 of a najor. 

2 • I 1111 SOII!Iilat II1C2I"ta in il1d ,; 11 probably change ~. 
3 • I Ill W!!rJ IIQrtaln about~ CD11!!91! ~. 

C 16 I [ ] Have .)(lU dec I Cled CJ1 yor fubre career? 
ICEY: I • Yes, I have a definite career goal 

2 • Yes, bLlt I il1l SOII!Iilat IIQrtain about ~ creer goa 1 
3 • No, I do rot have a career goa 1 

PMT II: Will the follcwtng be ai'A.IR Sl.RI, a HIKR Sl.RI, CT 101' A SlRI of f&nftng frr 
yor mllege edlcatian? 

11Ft: 1 • l't\.XR sam CF FtWS 
2 • HIKR SWU Cf F\HlS 
3 • NJT A sam CF FtWS 

(17) Financial assistance tlrougl!GJ Financial Aid OffiCI! C1n.;ludes Federal and State Grants, 
l.fliversity sdlllarships and loans, Nati<Nl Direct Student Loans, Gu.r~ Student 
Loans, Col1!!91! ltrl-Study jobs, and ~it S<hllarships) 

(18) Other sdlllarships (i~ludes s<hllarships .J1d grants affered by r:rlvate crganizatiCJI5 and 
agencies outside the l.fliversity) 

(19) Parents/relatives 
Call Spouse's lncaTe 
(211 Veteran's berefits 
(22) Other loans (i~ludes PI..L5 Loans to p.srents and persooal loans to p.srents rr to .)()U) 
( 23) Sunrer Sllll O}l1'eflt 
(241 Personal savings 
(<51 ~lo}l1'eflt CJ1 rr off-Qlll~S .title attending IGJ (do not 1~lude Col1!!91! ltrl-Study jobs) 
(ail Other (identify) -



?NIT lll: 

(27) 
(2Bl 
(<9) 

())) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
(}1) 

PMT IV: 

(li) 
(li) 
(37) 
(Jl) 
(11) 
( <ll) 
(41) 
(421 
(43) . 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(:ill 
(51) 
(52) 

(53) 
(54) 

PMT V: 

(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
(fill 
(61) 

99 

-2-

Uri ng y::u frestm~n and scdOTO'"e ~, oo )W .-.t 1ci pate that )W wi ll need t'e 1 p In 
tt-e following U&l57 

I<:EY: 1 = Yes 2 • r'h 
A. Study sl<ilh 
B. Tirre rT\JnJCj'Jtent 
C. Redding skills 
0. Tutocial t-elv (EngliSh, rrath, cnenistry, etc. l 
E. Test CT rrath dllxiety reO.Jct ion 
F. Leadership devel(l(JT"ef1t 
G. Selecting <111 3Cadcrnic 11\ljor/career field 
H. (h )W give yQ.r pennission to have -p.r n.m! give1 to a \.illversity Office that can 

assist )Wl 

Were tt'e fo llawi ng reasons ~ In y::u ctoi ce ~ t«3J1 USe tt'e fo llawi ng key to I ndi
ca te the if1ll(lrt4nee of each reason. 

I<:EY: 1 • very i~~t 
2 • ilrp;rt~t 

3 • re.~tral 
4 • 111 itrportant 
5 • very 111i~<r1t 

[ A.. I liked the location 
[ B. TI-e costs >Ere lew 
[ C. My para1ts Willlted rre to attend here 
[ 0. I ><as offered a l"erit (no reed) Scrolao>hip 
[ E. I ><as offered ddequate financial assistance 
[ F. I had friends plaming to attend here 
[ G. The faOJlty ~ friendly and t'elpful to rre 
[ H. I 1 iked the size of the 111iversity 
[ !. I felt the stude1ts >Ere friendly and I 1o0.1ld lreke friends hen! 
[ J. TI-e sctool offered rrany OJltural cwcrtunities 
[ K. tCSU has a strong ~iJll in 11ft 11\ljor 
[ L. Miwly social activities >Ere offered hen! 
[ H. I felt I 1o0.1ld have a gxxt acadenic average here 
[ N. I had relatives >ffl attended here 
[ 0. TI-e sctool has ~ excellent acadanic reputati<Jl 
[ P. I wanted to t:e cha 11 enged acadeni call y 
[ Q. I received a perS(Jldl letter fron a tCSU f acu 1 t y lr8Ttler or student 
[ R. I ><as inflLEneed by the printed infonrati<Jl received fran tt'e 

Adnissi(JlS Office (i.e., catalOI}Je, t:rodu"e, etc.) 
S. I "'S influence:! by tt'e staff in tt'e tCSU Ad1rlssi(J1S Office to attsld 
T. I .a a~ of the tCSU athletic teiJllS 

TI-e follcwlng sta~ ~lect the <p~~ls ~ IIWlY college students. Please 
indicate Wlether eadl <pill is 1 ..uR IDIL, 1 HIICR aA, or NOT A IDil &t all. 

1(£)': 1 • ~CT Goal 

[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 
[ 

2 • Hinor Goal 
3 • l«:lt a Goal 

To incn!>!Se ~ l<rowledge and lllderStanding in an acadlraic field 
To pr~ for a career 
To becore actively inwlved in st<Wlt life and ~ activities 
To n"lll!t rew and interesting peqJle 
To learn slcills that will enridlllff daily life or llllke rre a tmre <Dqllete per5(J1 
To develop 11ft ability to t:e independent, self...-eliant, and adaptable. 
To l.l1ders tand 11ft pei"S(J141 va 1 ues and t:e 1 ief s 

Please list other <p~~ls: ---------------------

PMT VI: Please .w&e" ttee (JJestioos about yar experience with~. 
I<:EY: 1 • Yes 

2. No 

(62) Have )W had a C!)U!"';e that introdJced )W to \ollat a OJll)Uter is and t"CW it loOI"I:s? 
(63) Have )W used a corputer to assist )W in len111ing course mnterial? 
(64) H.:we )W used a co;puter to solve a problan CT for oord proceo;sing? 
(65) H.lve YJ.J ;ritten a progriJll in a ca;puter lang.Jage (BASIC, PdScal, FCTtran, etc.)? 
(66) (h )W plan to bring a person.11 co1puter with you to carpus? 

If yes, >J1at ~ind of ~rsonal corputer will you bring? __________ _ 
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The main purpose of th1s inquiry is to learn more about how students spend theor 
time - in course work, in the library, in contacts with faculty, in extracurricular 
activities. in various social and cultural activities. and in using other lac1lities and 
opportunities that exist 1n the college setting. 

The information obtained from you and from other students at many diHerent colleges 
and universities will provide new insight to administrators. faculty members, and 
others who provide the resourc.es and shape the programs that are meant to be of 
benefit lor student learning and development within the college experience. 

At lfrst glance you may think it will take a long time to fill out this questionnaire, but 
you will lind .tnat it can be answered quite easily, that you can do it in less than an 
hour and perhaps only 30 to 45 minutes. You will lind, too, when you nave finished it, 
that your answers provide a kind of sell-portrait of what you have been giving and 
getting in your college experience. 

The ultimate benefits in this or any other survey depend on the thoughtful responses 
and willing participation from those who are asked to help. Your willingness to 
participate is important and very much appreciated. 

We do not ask you to write your name anywhere in this questionnaire; but - do need 
to know where the reports come from, and that is why each questionnaire has a 
number on the back page-certain blocks of numbers tell us that those questionnaires 
have come I rom your college. 

And, as you will see on the next page, we need to know a lew things about you and 
where you come from, so that we can learn how activities might be related to age, 
sex, year in college, major field, whether one lives on the campus, whether one has a 
job, etc. 

The questionnaire responses will be read by an electronic scanning device. The 
machine can only read messages given to it with a soli. black lead penciL Please be 
careful in marking your responses. Erase cleanly any response you wish to change. 

This quest1onnaore •s distributed by the Higner Education Research 
Institute .11 UCL.A. ~05 Hilgard Avenue. Los Angeles. C.\ 90024. It is 
intended lor :.ose by any college or university rnat w1shes to have an 
inventory of tne C3mpus experiences ol its students. 

o Copyroght 1983 by C. Robert Pace 
Second Edition 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

OIAECnONS: Indicate your response by lUling in the appropriate •pace under uch quesllon. 

Age 

0 22 or 'lOunc;er 

0 23-27 
0 28 or older 

s .. 
0 male 
0 female 

An you single or m:11rled? 

0 single 
0 married 

What Ia your cla,.lll~llon In college? 

0 freshman 

0 sophomore 

0 junior 

0 senior 
0 graduate student 

Old you enter college hen or did you lransfer here 
from another college? 

0 entered here 

0 tr1nsferred from another college 

Have you at any lime while attending this collage 
lived In a college dormitory, lraternlty or sorority 
houae, or other college housing? 

0 yes 

0 no 

Where do you now live during lhe school year? 

0 dormitory or other coll.ege housing 

0 fraternity or sorority house 
0 private apartment or room within walking 

distance of the college 

0 house. apartment. etc. away from the campus 
0 with my parents or relatives 

AI this college. up to now, wh:ot have most ot your 
grades been1 

0A 
0 A-.B+ 
OB 
0 e-. c-
o C. C- Or IOWO!I 

-2-

Which ot lhe lollowin<J comes closest to describing 
your major field ot study (or your npected major)? 

C Agriculture 

C Ans (an. musrc. theater. etc.) 
0 Biological Sciences (biology, biochemistry. botany, 

zoology, etc.) 

0 Business 

0 Computer Science 
0 Education (including physi~l edu~lion and recreation· 

0 Engineering 
0 Health related fields (nursing, physi~ltherapy, healll 

technology, etc.) 

0 Humanities (literature. languages. history. philosoph) 
religion, ate.) 

0 Physical Sciences (physics. chemistry, mathematiQ, 
astronomy, earth science, etc.) 

0 Social Sciences (economics. political science. 
psychology, sociology, etc.) 

0 Other: What? "1 

0 Undecided 

Old either of your parents graduate from college? 

0 no 
0 yes, both parents 
0 yes. lather only 
0 yes. mother only 

When, or II, you graduate from college, do you expect 
lo enroll lor a more advanc:.d degree? 

0 yes 
0 no 

Are you going to school lull-lime or part•llme? 

0 tull·lime 
0 pan-time 

Ourlng the lime school Is In session, about h- many 
hours a wuk do you usually spend on activities thai are 
related to your scnool work? This includes lime spent 
in cJ.ass and time spent sludyinCJ. 

0 •oout :o nours 3 wee• or more 
0 aDout ~0 nours a week 

C JDOUI JO hours 3 week 

0 .u:oul :o "Ours a wee• 

0 ... 5 tn.ln ro ""'"~ .1 wee• 



During thtt time scnool is in ~ession • .1bout how many 
hours .a WHk do you usually spend 'lfOtking on .1 job? 

0 none. 1 am not employed dufln'J :ne scnool year 
0 aooul 10 nours or less 
0 aoout 15 nours 
0 aooul 20 nours 

0 aooul JO nours 

0 more than JO nours 

Aboul h- much ol your college upens .. lhla yur 
are prowlded by your parents or family? 

0 all or nearly all 

0 more than hall 

0 less than hall 
0 none or very little 
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What is your racial or iflhnic idenlillc;~Uon? 

'/Jh•tc. CauC.lSI.:Jn 

C Black 
C Hispan•c. Mexec.ln-Am~r•c.Jn. Puer.o Rtc3n 

C Ortcntal or Asean 

C Otner: What?1 

How are you claullled In the United St.lu? 

0 Citizen of the United States 

O Immigrant (permanent resident) 

0 Non-immigrant 

II you are not a citizen of the United Slates, 

in what country are you a citizen? t 

I 

COLLEGE ACTIVITIES 

DIRECnONS: In your experience allhla college during the current school year, aboul h- onen have you done eacl'l of the 

toll-lng?lndlcale your reaponae by tilling In one of the apecea lo the lett ol uch at.lemenL 

~ 

1 j 
~ J S ! Llbrery Ex perlencea 
::oOJ 
0000 Used the iibrary as a quiet place to reed or 

study maleroals you brought wilh you. 

0000 Used the card catalogue 10 find what materials 
there were on some topic. 

0000 Asked the ·librarian lor help in finding material 
on some topic. 

0000 Read something in lhe reserve book room or 
reference section. 

0000 Used indexes (such as the Reader·s Guide to 
Periodical Literature) to journal anicles. 

0000 Developed a bibliography or set ol references 
for use in a lerm paper or other repon. 

0000 Found some Interesting malenal to read just 
by brOWSing 1n lhe St3COS. 

0000 Ran down leaos. loo-eo ';,r ~:.~rUler relerences 
that were cneo '" lhengs you read. 

0000 Used specialized bibliographlt!s tsuch as Co>emicaf 
Abstracts. Psychological Abstracts. etc.). 

0000 Gone back 10 read a b:>s1c relerence or document 
rnat ocner .lutnors nao .~n£!n r~terred to. 

- J -

!' 
l j 
~ ! S : Eapertencea wUh F•culty 
;oo:~ 
OOCO Talked with a faculty member. 

0000 Asked your instructor for information related 
to a course you-retaking (grades. make-up 
work. assignmeniS, etc.). 

0000 Visited informally and briefly with an instructor 
after class. 

0000 Made an appointment to meet with a faculty 
member in his/her ot!lce. 

0000 Discussed ideas for a term paper or other class 
project with a laculty member. 

0000 Discussed your career plans and ambitions with 
a laculty member. 

0000 Asked your instructor tor comments and 
Cfllic1sms about your work. 

CC2Q Had COIIee. COkes. or snaCkS \Yoth a faculty 
memoer. 

0000 Worked with a faculty member on a tesearch 
proJect. 

cc-:o Discussed personal problems or concerns With 
a lacully memoer. 
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OIAEC1"10NS: In '/'»Uf •UPCrt'!nC'! Jl :tu:~ coii•!'')V' ·jurttHJ ~n•! cutr~nl ;c~,,~JI ,~ar .. touul ,,.,. Slll!n .l.Ht! !OU don• ~o1Ch ot :h• 

followtnq? lndic.11• 1t'Jur respons• ~Y tilling in ""~ .,, ;n'! ;p.1ces co il1•! :~•• :Jf ~.-en ;J;ur.m-tnt. 

~ . . 
~ i 
; i ~ : 
>00% 

CCCO Too11. ceraorea nores on cr;,ss. 

0000 Listeneo auentivety in class meetings. 

0000 Unoertineo major points in the reaoings. 

0000 Trieo to see how diflerent facts ano ioeas lit 
together. 

0000 Thought about practical applications of the 
materoal. 

0000 Workeo on a paper or project where you had 
to inte9r11e ideas from ~arious sources. 

0000 Summarized major ;~oonrs and inlormallon 
in your rudings or notes. 

COOO Tried to explain the material to another 
student or lrieno. 

0000 Maoe outlines lrom class notes or readings. 

0000 Oid aaaitionat reaaings on topics that were 
introduced ana discussed in class. 

c !' 
~ ! 
~1Si 
:oOi 

Art, Muorc, Thuter 

0000 Talked about art (paonting, sculpture. 
architecture. artists. etc.) woth other students 
at the college. 

0000 Gone to an art gallery or art exhibit on the 
campus. 

0000 Read or discussed the opinions ol art cntics. 

0000 Participated in some art activity (painting. 
pollery. weaving, drawing, etc.). 

0000 Talked about m·usic (classical. popular. 
musicians. etc.) with other students at the 
college. 

0000 Attended a concert or other music event at 
the college. 

OOCO Read or discussed the opinions ol music crotocs. 

COOO Particopated in some musoc activity (orchestra. 
chorus. etc.). 

0000 Talked about the !hearer tplavs. musoc;)IS. 
dane~. t!IC.l wttn c:xner stur1enls :11 lhP. c:::nege. 

0000 Seen .r pt.lv. !)atl,.r. or r.rnP.r :ne .. rcr ::lertorm~nc~ 
;,t t:'l<~ .:.::uege. 

0000 Reao or discussea the oponoons ol drama ~roues. 

OOCO Particopated in or wor-ed on some theatroc;,l 
proauctoon (;)Ctea. danced. worked on scenery. 
etc. I 

,. 

-. -

} 

0 J 
~ J ~ 
> J a -
c..:c-~ "'1010 mea•s . .:nacks. ~cc. ll ·ne :zuaenr unton 

or stuaent cenrer. 

COOO Looked at tne bullelln board lor notices about 
campus events. 

COCO Met your lroends at the student unoon or 
student center. 

COCO Sat around on the union or center talking with 
other stuaents about your classes and other 
colle>Je acrovoties. 

COCC Used the lo.;ngets) to relax or sruay by 
yourself. 

COCO Seen a lilm or other event at the student 
union or center. 

OOCO Attended a socoal event in the stuaent union 
or. cancer. 

COCO Heard a speaker at the student unoon or cenrer. 

CCCC Played games that were avaolable on the stuaent 
unoon or center (pong-pong, carc:1s. pool, 
pinball, etc.). 

COOO Used the lounge(s) or meeting rooms to m"t 
woth a group ol students lor a Oiscussoon. 

~ 

~ 1 
~: 5 i 
::aH 

Athletic and Recreation Focillll .. 

0000 Set goats lor your performance in some skill. 

0000 Followed a regular schedule ol exercose. or 
practice in some sport. on campus. 

0000 Used outdoor recreatlonol spaces lor casual 
and informal indiviaual athletic activities. 

0000 Used outdoor recreational spaces lor casuol 
and informal group spons. 

OOCO Used facilities in the gym lor onaivodual 
activities 1e•erc•se. swimming. etc:.). 

COCO Used lacolitoes on the gym lor playong sports 
that reQu•re more than one person. 

COCO Souqnt onsrructoon to omorove your oenormance 
•n some .uMtettc JC!tvtf\" 

(X)()O F"1.1vr.c .:r \:' ·~~r~rr.u:.11 ·~;H~ 

Oa:JO Kept .J ·;:"1.11: .:r r~corc ..!1 ':'~Ur :;r:-L;r~ss .n 
some ~~~t.ul .Jr .11n1et•c JC11v•IY 

COCO Played on .1nv varsoty sport or .ltnletoc event. 
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OIAECTIONS: In 'JOUt -taQ~tflenc• .11 uus co,.cqe .,uranq lhe '=urtenl ocnool '/"!·"· 1DtJ••• "~'"" .:n-:n .... ., .. ,,., J.,ne ~.acn .11 
Ute followtnfJ? Indicate your r•sponse by lillin9 '" IJA• of •"• 1Pt~ces-:O;,;;-.;it ur :ac:~ :1.1uun~nt. 

~ l 
; j 5 i C!ubs :~nd Orqanirallons 
::soz 
:.000 Loo-eG on tile $llldent newspaoer lor nouces 

about campus nents and student organoutions. 

0000 Allenc:tec:l a program or event put on by a 
student group. 

0000 React or asked about a clllb. organization. or 
student government activity. 

0000 Allenc:tec:l a meeting of a club, organization, or 
student government group. 

0000 Voted in a student election. 

0000 Discussed policies and issues related td camplls 
activities and student government. 

0000 Worked in some stllc:lent organization or 
special protect (publications, student 
government. social event. etc.). 

0000 Discussed reasons lor tile success or rack ol 
success ol student club meetings. activoties. 
or events. 

0000 Worked on a committee. 
0000 Mel wilh a lacurty adviser or administrator to 

discuss tile activities of a student organozatoon. 

~ 
c 2 
i . i . 
t' .I ~ ' :aoi 

Eaperlence In Writing 

0000 Used a dictionary or tllesaurus to rook up tile 
proper meaning ol words. 

0000 Consciously and systematically thougllt about 
grammar, sentence structure. paragrapns. 
word choice, and sequence of ideas or poonts 
as you were wriUng. 

0000 Wrote a rough dralt of a paper or essay and 
then reviaec:t it yourself before handing it in. 

0000 Spent at leesl live hours or more writing a 
paper (not counting time spent in reeeling 
or at the library). 

0000 Asked other people to react sometning you 
wrote to see if it was clear to tnem. 

0000 Referred to a book or manual about style ol 
writing, grammar, etc. 

0000 Revised a paper or composolion two or more 
limes l)elore you were sausloed wun ot. 

,: .JCO Asked .1n onsaructor lor tdv•ce o1n<1 ,.~1o :;, 
1mprove your wtlllng. 

0000 Made an appointment to talk witll an 1nstructor 
wno nac:t ct~ticized a paper you 11aa wr~nen. 

.:000 Sul)mlllec:l lor public.llion an arucre. storv .• ,r 
otner comoos1tion you nad wr~nen 

- 5 -

---,.... ._._,,_"""" ! "'a 1 rr~cno · ... n'/ .''lu ~!iC~ea ~o .1norn•r 
person tne way you Clid. 

0000 Discussed witn Oilier students wily some groups 
get along smootllty, anc:t Otller groups don"t. 

COCO Sougllt out .1 lt~enc:t to llelp :~ou wull a personal 
prol)lem. 

COCO Elected a course tllat dealt • .,1111 unc:terstanc:ting 
personal and soc1al behavior. 

CCCO ldentiliec:t ·Nitll a cnarac1er 1n a I)OOk or movie 
and wondered w11a1 you m1g111 nave done 
under t1md~r cite:umstances. 

CCOO React articles or tlooks aboul ;~ersonat 
adjustment and personality development. 

CCCO Taken a lest to measure your aailities. interests. 
or altitudes. 

COCO Askea a lr~end to tell you wllat nelsne really 
IIIOugnl :II)OUI :fOU. 

COCO Been 1n a group where eacn ;1-:rson. 1ncruc:ting 
yourself. talked about lliSIIIer personal prol)rems. 

OOCO Talked witll a counselor or otller specialist aboul 
protllems ol a personal na~ure. 

! 
c 

i c ~ ... 
e- .~ 3 r 
::oo~ 

StudRnl Acqualntancu 

0000 Made friends with students wnose academic 
maror lietc:l was very 01flerent lrom yours. 

0000 Made froenc:ts witll sludents wllose interests 
were very dillerenl lrom yours. 

0000 Made lriends willl students wllose tamily 
bac-ground (economiC and social) was very 
different lrom yours. 

0000 Made lriends witll students wnose age was 
very c:tillerent from yours. 

0000 Made trlends with students wllose race was 
dillerent from yours. 

OOCO Made friends willl students lrom ano1ner 
country. 

COCO Had ser~ous discussions w1111 students wllose 
pllitosoplly ol life or personal values were 
very d1fleren1 from yours. 

""43U -=~'u:us discuss•o:o~s •• ,.: .. :tt~c:ents ,.nose 
-~••C:H~:~:.; .~P.tuu:; ·.v'!t'! ·:P.r ~,t•erent trom 
.:ca.:;.: 

,;(;~;) Had senous t1iscuss•ons wun 11ut1enrs wnose 
polihC:II op1n1ons were verv d11feren1 !rom 
yours . 

.. , ...... :·••,. .. ~ ... ····- ..... 



DIRECTIONS: In your exptmence Jl lhos coll~')e dunn') 
th• currl!nt l<:hoo& ·,ear. JOoul now ollen ha'le yo""Ud''n• 
e~ch o• I he- tollowtng? 

Science/Technology 

CCCO Memoroz~d lormuras. clelinolions. recnnic;~l terms. 

COCO Triea to ~•press .1 sel ol relauonsnrps in 
malhemalical terms. 

0000 Tested your understanding ol some scienlilic 
principle by seeing il you could explain it 
to another Sluclenl. 

OOCO Read articles (not assigned) about scientific 
theories or concepts. 

OOCO Practiced to improve your skill in using some 
laboratory equipment 

OOCO Showed a classmate how to use a piece ol 
scientific equipment. 

COCO Attempted to explarn an experimental 
proceaure to a classmate. 

OOCO Went to an exhibot or demonstration ol some 
new scientilic devoce. 

OOCO Worked on a paper or project wnere you used 
1 computer. 

OOCO Used 1 computer 10 assist in course learning 
(language skills. miun skills. etc.). 

OOCO Wrote a program to analyze dala on a com puler. 

COCO Sougnt out-ol-class onSiruction in ways to 
use computers. 
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DIRECTIONS: If you .ue now llw•nq in .1 dormitory or 
rraterntly11orouty • .1bout how oflen h~v• you done each 
of !he lollowtng in lh~t residence unit during rna currenl 
school year'? lndico.te your response by lilling •n one ot 
lhe spaces 10 lhe lelt ol .. en slalemenl. II you do nol 
live in a eo.mpus residence. omit these items. 

LL . - "' . > 0 0 z 

Oormolory or Fralernlty/Sororrly 

0000 Had lively conversalions about various topics 
during dinner in the dining room or caleteriL 

0000 Gone out with other students lor lale night 
snacks. 

0000 Ollered lo help anolher Sludent (wilh course 
work, errands, lavon. advice, elc.) who 
needed some assistance. 

0000 Participaled in bull sessions that lasted late 
inro the night 

0000 Asked olhers for .Jssislance in something you 
were doing. 

0000 Borrowed lhings (clotnes. records, poslers, 
books. etc.) from orners in lhe residence unit. 

0000 Anended social evenls put on by I he residence 
unil. 

0000 Studied worn olher studenlS in the residenca unit. 

0000 Helped plan or organize an event in the 
res•dence unit. 

0000 Worked on some communily service at fund 
raising project with orher sludenls rn the 
residence unrt. 

CONVERSA TlONS 

OIRECnONS: In conversations with other students at 
this college durlng lhe currenl school yur, aboul how 
allen have you t.otked about ucn ot the following? 

c ~ .s 
i c i ; Topic,. of Convenatlon t".! ..... 
::ooJ 
0000 Job prospects, money, careers. 

0000 Movies and popular music. 

0000 Social events, parties. 

0000 Boyfriends, girlfriends. 

0000 Currenl evenls in lhe news. 

0000 Major social problems such as peace. human 
righ.,, equalily, juslice. 

COCO Oillerenl life slyl<!s ~nd cus1oms. 

CCCQ The odeas and voews <>I otll'!r ceoole sucn ~s 
wruers. ;~n•tosoon~r5. Juston.Jns. 

OOCO Fine ans - parnlrng, lhealrlcal produclion~. 
ballet. symphony, e1c. 

0000 Science - lheorres. experimenls. melhods. 

COCO Compurers and orner 1ecnno1ogres. 

•:::c.: 5ocr.Jt .Jn:.! ·~!h•c.1t .s:.;tol!S r~t:lli!C :o scrcnce 
.10<1 :.~C:H"oOIOflY ·~l • ..::"t IS ·~nt•f~':y. ;)OIItJitOn. 

o;rh•tr.t.,·.us. ·~('th•!:.·:: ·ntl11.1r•: .:it• 

In lhese conversations wllh other students, about how 
ollon hne you done uch ol the lotlowtng7 

- 6 -

~ j 
~ : 5 i :a o:! 

fnformotlon In Converullont 

0000 Referred lO knowledge you had .ocquired in 
your reading. 

0000 Elcptored different ways of thinking aboul the 
lopic. 

0000 Referred lo som<!lhong a professor said aboul 
trle lopic. 

0000 SubseQuenlly read somelhing thai was relaled 
to tne loa•c. 

..:: CCC C:>angea vour oaonoon as .1 resull ol :ne 
know•eage vr .Jrguments pre-sented oy otne~. 

COCO Per5uaded o1ners to cnange meir mrnds as a 
result of lhe knowledge or arguments you 
erred. 
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READING/WAITING OPINIONS ABOUT COLLEGE 

Ourinq the current school year, •bout how many books 
h~v• you re•d? fall in one space in each column. 

How well do you like college? 
I am en1nus•ast1C aboul •1. 

1 hke •1. 

Tnlbooks or uslgned books 

lion-assigned books 

00 none 
00 fewer than 5 
00 between 5 and 10 
00 between 10 and 20 
00 more than 20 

1 am mor'! _,, Jess neurrat aoout •t. 

I dan·t hke •I 

If you could star1 over again, would you go to 
the same college you are now allendlng7 

0 Yes. delinotety 
0 Probably yes 
0 Probably no 

Curing It>. cu,..nl school year, about h- many wrinen 
repons have you made? Foil in one space In each column. 

0 No, delinitely 

Euay exams In your courses 

,,erm papers or other wrllten repor1a 
What Is your opinion about the following statement: 
,f students npect lo benefit lrom what lhfs college 
or university hu to olfer, they have to take the 
Initiative.• 00 none 

00 fewer than 5 
00 between 5 and 10 
00 between 10 and 20 
00 more than 20 

0 Strongly agree 
0 Agree 
0 Disagree 
0 Strongly disagree 

THE COLLEGE ENVIRONMENT 

Colleges diller from one another In the ntent to which they emphulze or stress v.rloua aspects of students' d.-..lopmenL 
Thinking of your -n experience at lhls college, to what extent do you leel that uch ol the loll-Ing Ia emphaslzecl7 The 
rnponses are numbered lrom 7 to 1, wllh the highest and lowest points described. Fill In the space of whlchevet' number 
best Indicates your Impression on I his snen·polnt rating scale, 

Strong emphasis 0 

Strong emphasla <!) 

Strong emphasis 0 

Strong emphasis 0 

Strong emon:.sos 

Emphasis on the develooment at academic. 
scholarly, and intellectual qualities 

(!) 0 0 <D <D 

Emphasis on the development of esthetic, 
expressive, and creative qualities 

(!) 0 0 <D <D 

Emphasos on being erotical. 
evaluatave • .lnd analyt•cat 

0 

:monas1s ~n :~I! ·~1?\'•'tn:Jm~,..: .~, ·.~c.Jtton:u 

.11'10 occuoauon.:u ~omoectJncc 

• 7 • 

0 Wuk emphasis 

0 Wuk emphasis 

0 Weak emphasis 

0 · Weak emphasis 

'.Vt"ak emon:nts 
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The ne .. three r=ttlnf)t r~ter to rei.Uionsn•os .1monq people Jl the college . .lq:un. lh1n1unq ol 'JOur own expen•nce. how 
would you r:.te lhese teJationstups on lhe sewen·poinl sc:.les? 

Friendly, Supporllve. O 
Sense ol belonging 

Approachable, Helpful, (!) 
Undenlandlng, Encouraging 

Helpful, Conslderale, (!) 
Flulblo 

Retalionsh•P with other stuC:enrs. 
Student IJfOUPS. and .JChYiti'!S 

~ 0 0 G 0 

Relationships wolh lacully me meers 

® 0 0 <D (!) 

Relationships wolh adminislralive 
personnel. and ollices 

® 0 0 <D 0 

ES11MATE OF GAINS 

,.. Compelillve, Uninvolved, 
.:.; Sonso ol ~lienallon 

0 Remolo, Discouraging, 
Unsympalhellc 

0 Rigid, Impersonal, 
' Bound by regulallona 

DIAEC'TlONS: In thlnklno o.,.r your uperlencn In college up lo now, lo what ulent do you IMI you ha.,. gained or ,..de 
provr-a In each ol llle lollowlno rHpecta7 Indicate your response by lllllng In one ol the apacea to the len ol each ataternenL 

i 2 .J 
a : Ill 
EJ:! 
0000 Voc:altonal training - acquiring knowledge and 

skills applicable to a specific job or type of work. 

0000 Acquiring background and specialization lor 
lunher education in some professional, 
scientific, or scholarly field. 

0000 Gaining a broad general education about 
dillerenl fields or knowledge. 

0000 Gaining a range of information lhal may be 
relevanl to a career. 

0000 Developing an understanding and enjoyment 
of an, musoc, and drama. 

0000 Broadening your acquaintance and enjoyment 
ol literature. 

0000 Writing clearly and ellectively. 

0000 Acquiring lamillanty woth the use or computers. 

0000 Becoming aware ol dillerent philosophies, 
cultures. and ways of lila. 

0000 Developing your own values and ethical 
standards. 

0000 Understanding yourself - your abilities, 
Interests, and personality. 

Since the electronic scanning device can only r .. d pencil 
merlla, pl .. se 1111 in the grtd corrupondlng lo lhe number 
prfnted above il. Thla numo•r letb u1 u,. n1me of your 
college lnd that :tou lrO! >ne .,, the Jludents I rom I hat 
college. 

Thank you lor your participation in lhls survey. 

" . ~ • .J 
E • I 

~ ~ ! 5" 
> 0. > 

0000 Understandong other people and the ability to 
get along with dillerent kinds of people. 

0000 Abolity to I unction as a team mem~. 

0000 Developing good health habits and physical 
Illness. 

OOCO Understanding the nature ol science and 
axperomentalion. 

0000 Understanding new scientific and lechnical 
developments. 

OOCO Becoming aware of the consequences (benefits/ 
hazardsJdangerslvalues) of new applications 
in science and technology. 

OOCO Ability to think analytically and logically. 

0000 Quantitative thinking - understanding 
probabilities, proponions, etc. 

0000 Ability to put ideas together, to see relationships, 
similarities, and dillerences between ideu. 

OOCO Ability to learn on your own, pursue ideas, and 
lind information you need. 

No. 40683 ADDITIONAL 
QUESTIONS 

@ @ 01@ 0 1. 0 @ © @ 

0 0 2 0 0 2. 0 ® © © 
0 0 ~~0 0 3. -3) ® ~ @ 

0 <D I]) 0 0 4. 0 ® © © 
0 0 0 0 0 5. 0 ® ~ @ 
@ <D J)l0 <D s. 0 @ © @ 

0 0 ~ ~ 0 7. 0 @ © © 
,":', /:'\ " 8. ..D ·.Y ·& '~ 
'J I"' I ·- I . .., ,_ I 

J) ~ .!.'I\~ . .::·1 9 • ~ @ "" " ..!.' "" . ., 
. ; i 'I' : .~ ~ . :; . =· i 10. ..D J) ~ . ... 

G) 

0 
0 
G) 
G) 
G) 

<D 
" "' ---. 



APPENDIX B: 

Results of Sample-Population Comparisons 

and Sample-Sample Comparisons 
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Table B-1 

Results of One-sample T-tests for Personal Goals Scale 

Population Sample 

Std. t-' 

Group Mean SD Mean SD t 0 n n err. \.0 

White males 7.60 1. 48 1648 7.69 1. so 104 0. 15 0.60 
White females 7.99 1. 34 918 8.04 1. 20 72 0. 14 0.36 
Black males 8. 13 1. 27 230 8.00 1. 41 7 0.53 -0.25 
Black females 8.42 1. 13 249 8.56 0.89 27 0. 17 0.82 



Table B-2 

Results of One-sample T-tests for Social Goals Scale 

Population Sample 

Std. ...... 
Group Mean SD n Mean SD n err. t ...... 

0 

White males 4.81 0.96 1648 4. 72 0.94 104 0.09 -1.00 
White females 5.05 0.95 918 5.08 0.90 72 0. 11 0.27 
Black males 4.88 0.98 230 5.29 0.76 7 0.29 l. 42 
Black females 4.91 l. 03 249 4.93 1.04 27 0.20 0. 10 



Table B-3 

Results of One-sample T-tests for Educational Aspiration Level 

Population Sample 

Std. to-' 

Group Mean SD n Mean SD n err. t f-' 

to-' 

White males 2.63 0.72 1648 2.67 0.72 104 0.07 0.57 
White females 2.73 0.77 918 2.86 0.74 72 0.09 1. 44 
Black males 2.70 0.67 232 3.00 0.82 7 0.31 0.97 
Black females 2.86 0.78 251 2.63 0.57 27 0.11 -2.09'-~ 

-~~p < .05. 



Table B-4 

Results of One-sample T-tests for Certainty about Major and Career Choice 

Population Sample 

Std. f-' 

Group Mean SD n Mean SD n err. t f-' 

N 

--
White males 4.62 1.08 1648 4.69 l. 07 104 0.11 0.64 
White females 4.55 l. 18 918 4.58 l. OS 72 0. 13 0.23 
Black males 4.89 1. 11 232 4.43 0. 79 7 0.30 -1.53 
Black females 4.90 1. 10 251 5.33 l. 04 27 0.20 2. 15~< 

1< p < .OS. 



Table B-5 

Results of One-sample T-tests for SAT Quantitative Scores 

Population Sample 

Std. I-' 

Group Mean SD n Mean SD- n err. t I-' 
w 

White males 577 77 1659 592 74 104 7.26 2. 07-l~ 
White females 533 79 923 550 63 72 7.43 2.29* 
Black males 465 85 232 497 55 7 20.79 1. 54 
Black females 429 83 251 417 76 27 14.63 -0.82 

-~~ p < . OS. 



Table B-6 

Results of One-sample T-tests for SAT Verbal Scores 

Population Sample 

Std. 
f-' 

Group t1ean SD n Mean SD n err. t f-' 
.j:--

White males 494 78 1659 508 86 104 8.43 l. 66 
White females 483 78 923 495 75 72 8.84 l. 36 
Black males 397 77 232 399 77 7 29. 10 0.07 
Black females 390 76 251 370 82 27 15.59 -1.28 



Table B-7 

Results of One-sample T-tests for Parents' Education 

Population Sample 

Std. 1-' 

Group Mean SD n Mean SD n err. t 1-' 
lJl 

-

White males 9. 77 2.69 1635 9. 78 2.59 104 0.25 0.04 
\vhi te females 9.75 2.57 894 10. 11 2.67 72 0.32 1. 13 
Black males 8. 15 3. 17 209 8.26 1. 86 7 0. 70 0. 16 
Black females 7.81 2.77 210 6.95 1. 92 27 0.37 -2.32{:· 

{!- p < .05. 



Table B--8 

Results of T-tests Comparing M:ml Scores of M:iles and Fenales on Packground Cllaracteristics and 1'-btivational Factors: Sample 

White sample Black sample 

M:iles Fenales H:Ues Fenales 

1-' 

Variable l4;an SD lvffin SD l4;an SD M=an SD 
1-' 

n n t p n n t p 0' 

Personal goals 7.(§) 1.::0 104 8.04 1.20 72 -1.65 .::0 8.00 1.41 7 8.56 0.89 27 -1.:0 .20 
Social goals 4.72 0.94 104 S.ffi 0.9J 72 -2.56-J:- .01 5.29 0. 76 7 4.93 1.04 27 0.86 .40 
Educational 

aspirations 2.67 0.72 104 2.86 0. 74 72 -1.69 .CB 3.00 0.82 7 2.63 0.57 27 1.41 .17 
Certainty 4.(§) 1.07 104 4.58 l.ffi 72 0.65 .52 4.43 0.79 7 5.33 1.04 27 -2.14-l~ .04 
SAT quantitative 592 74 104 S.:D 63 72 3. 96~~ .00 497 55 7 417 76 27 2.6P .01 
SAT verbal 5A)3 86 104 495 75 72 1.02 .31 399 77 7 370 81 27 0.85 .40 
Parents' 

education 9.78 2.59 104 10.11 2.67 72 -D.82 .41 8.26 1.86 7 6.95 1.92 27 1.61 .12 



Table B-9 

Results of T-tests Canparing f'lean Scores of Mlles and rE:mlles on Packground 01aracteristics and l'btivational Factors: Population 

White population Black population 

thles Fenales H~iles Fenales 

,_.. 
,_.. 

Variable i'ffin SD n ~ SD n t p ~lean SD n I~ SD n t p -....! 

Personal goals 7.ffJ 1.48 1648 7.CE 1.34 918 -6.82'~ .CD 8.13 1.27 23) 8.42 1.13 249 -2.62'~ .01 
Social goals 4.81 0.96 1648 5.05 0.95 918 -6.00l~ .CD 4.88 0.98 23) 4.91 1.03 249 -0.32 .75 
Educational 

aspirations 2.63 0.72 1648 2.73 0.77 918 -3.3Ql~ .CD 2.70 0.67 232 2.86 0. 78 251 -2.52'~ ,01 
Certainty 4.62 l.CE 1648 4.55 1.18 918 1.47 .14 4.89 1.11 232 4.~ 1.10 251 -0.16 .87 
SAT quantitative 577 77 1659 533 79 923 14.03l~ .CD 465 85 232 429 83 251 4. 74~~ .CD 
SAT verbal 494 78 1659 483 78 923 3.2()l~ .CD 397 77 232 3~ 76 251 1.12 .26 
Parents' 

education 9.77 2.69 1635 9.75 2.57 894 -0.21 .84 8.15 3.17 200 7.81 2.77 210 1.15 .25 



Table B-10 

Results of T-tests Canparing Sample t1:xm Scores of i'1lles and Ferrales on CSffl Experience and Growth D.i.Jrensions 

White sample Black sample 

M:Ues Ferrales 1'1lles Ferrales 

Variable ~ SD n ~an SD n t p ~ SD n ~ SD n t p ...... 
...... 
OJ 

Experience dlinensions 
Personal-
interpersonal 86.96 16.54 104 92.94 14.34 72 -2.491~ .02 93.29 23.13 7 89.93 15.21 27 0.47 .65 

Group 86.28 15.01 104 89.39 15.88 72 -1.32 .19 96.14 15.65 7 9).9) 14.46 27 0.84 .41 
Academic 88.82 12.66 104 91.81 15.01 72 -1.43 .16 92.81 15.07 7 97.47 12.63 27 -D.84 .41 

Growth dimensions 
Personal-
social 12.71 2.82 104 14.10 2.93 72 -3.16-l'" .00 13.57 2.15 7 15.22 2.87 27 -1.41 .17 

Intellectual 10.23 2.47 104 10.93 2.14 72 -1.96-l< .OS 10.57 2.15 7 10.56 2.:£> 27 0.02 .99 



Table B-11 

Means, Standard Deviations, and Intercorrelations for White Sample 
(n=176): Motivational Factors and Background Variables (race excluded) 

Variable* PERGOALS SOCGOALS EDUCASP CERTNTY PARENTED SAT 
\ 

PERGOALS 1.0 .40 .04 .09 .06 -. 18 
SOCGOALS .40 1.0 .04 -.06 .04 -.11 
EDUCASP .04 .04 1.0 . 18 .04 .04 
CERTNTY .09 -.06 . 1 8 1.0 -. 14 . 1 4 
PARENTED . 06 .04 .04 -. 14 1.0 . 1 3 
SAT -. 18 -.11 .04 .14 . 13 1.0 
GENDER . 12 . 1 9 . 1 3 -.05 .06 -.21 
Mean 7.84 4.87 2.75 4.65 9.91 1077.22 
SD 1. 39 .94 . 73 1. 09 2.62 132.30 

*PERGOALS--personal development goals scale, range 4 to 9. 
SOCGOALS--social goals scale, range 2 to 6. 

GENDER 

. 1 2 

. 1 9 

. 1 3 
-.05 

.06 
-.21 

1.0 
1. 41 

.49 

EDUCASP--educational aspiration level, range 2 to 4. 
CERTNTY--certainty about major and career choice, range 2 to 6. 
PARENTED--father's and mother's educational attainment, range 3 to 15. 
SAT--combined SAT quantitative and verbal scores, range 750-1490. 
GENDER--male coded 1, female coded 2. 

._. 

........ 
1.0 



Table B-12 

Means, Standard Deviations, and Intercorrelations for White Population 
(n=2509): Motivational Factors and Background Variables (race excluded) 

Variable~~ PERGOALS SOCGOALS EDUCASP CERTNTY PARENTED SAT 

PERGOALS 1.0 .43 -.00 -.06 -.08 -.20 
SOCGOALS .43 1.0 .01 -.07 .04 -. 13 
EDUCASP -.00 .01 1.0 .15 . 1 6 . 11 
CERTNTY -.06 -.07 . 15 1.0 -.07 . 1 4 
PARENTED -.08 .04 . 1 6 -.07 1.0 . 1 6 
SAT -.20 -. 13 . 1 1 .14 . 16 1.0 
GENDER . 1 3 .11 .06 -.03 -.00 -. 19 
Mean 7.74 4.89 2.67 4.59 9. 76 1051.85 
SD l. 44 .96 .74 l. 12 2.65 135.85 

*PERGOALS--personal development goals scale, range 4 to 9. 
SOCGOALS--social goals scale, range 2 to 6. 

GENDER 

.13 

. 1 1 

.06 
-.03 
-.00 
-. 19 

1.0 
l. 36 

.48 

EDUCASP--educational aspiration level, range 2 to 4. 
CERTNTY--certainty about major and career choice, range 2 to 6. 
PARENTED--father's and mother's educational attainment, range 3 to 15. 
SAT--combined SAT quantitative and verbal scores, range 750-1490. 
GENDER--male coded 1, female coded 2. 

...... 
N 
0 



Table B-13 

Regression Equations for Effects of Background Characteristics on Motivational Factors: 
White Sample (n=176) 

Motivational factors 

PER GOALS SOCGOALS EDUCASP CERTNTY I-' 

N 
I-' 

Variable b SE Beta b SE Beta b SE Beta b SE Beta 

PARENTED .043 .040 .081 .016 .027 .044 .005 .031 .018 -.065 .031 -.157 
SAT -.002 .001 -.174 -.001 .001 -.080 .001 .001 .072 .001 .001 .164 
GENDER .236 .217 .083 .329 .147 .171 .210 .115 .141 -.012 .170 -.006 



Table B-14 

Regression Equations for Effects of Background Characteristics on Motivational Factors: 
White Population (n=2509) 

Motivational factors 

PER GOALS SOCGOALS . EDUCASP CERTNTY 1-' 

N 
N 

Variable b SE Beta b SE Beta b SE Beta b SE Beta 

PARENTED -.029 .011 -.054 .021 .007 .059 .041 .006 .147 -.041 .008 -.098 
SAT -.002 .000 -.174 -.001 .000 -.124 .001 .000 .106 .001 .000 .157 
GENDER .280 .060 .093 .175 .040 .087 .131 .031 .085 -.002 .047 -.001 
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